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The Analysis of
Lunar Satellite

Photographs Using
Photogrammetry
By: Charles A. Kapral

Introduction

There are a number of papers existing
today that explain how to determine the
coordinates, distances, heights, etc. of
various lunar features. However, there
are very few that deal with performing
similar calculations using photographs
taken from the various lunar satellites:
Ranger, Surveyor, Lunar Orbiter,
Apollo, Zond, Lunakhod, etc. The main
purpose of this paper is to introduce the
reader to the methods that may be used
to perform these types of determinations
using lunar satellite photographs and
photogrammetry. The photogrammetric
portion of this paper very briefly
descr ibes the photogrammetr ic
principles, equipment used, coordinate
systems, and methodology used to
calculate coordinates, and distances
using lunar satellite photographs. The
main reference work for the
photogrammetry was “Elements of
Photogrammetry with Applications in
GIS” by Peter R. Wolf and Bon A.
Dewitt, an excellent source of
information for those wishing to learn
the basics of photogrammetry.

The main difficulty in doing this is that the LO
photographs do not overlap and therefore cannot
be used as a stereopair to determine all parame-
ters required, especially the “Z” coordinate. A
way around this is explained and examples of how
to perform the calculations are given. Two meth-
ods of determining distance are also given, with
examples, and a table is provided to compare of
their respective accuracy.

Abstract

Many lunar projects today (observing lunar
domes, transient lunar phenomena, dark
haloed crater studies, etc.) rely on deter-
mining an accurate, or possibly just a rea-
sonably good, estimated position of the ob-
ject of study, or rely on determining dis-
tance (s) involving the site (site diameter,
distance (s) from another site, etc.). Most
studies that I have seen rely on the personal
photographs, LAC charts, and various lunar
maps and atlases. However, the LAC charts,
as well as the other lunar maps and atlases
available, were created a long time ago and
were not developed using a very accurate
control system, if any control system was
used at all.

One recent control system is the Unified
Lunar Control Network, ULCN 1994, whose
origin is the coordinates of three Apollo
retroreflector sites, and a Lunakhod re-
troreflector site, and which is the control
system used in this paper. These were then
tied in to include the lander sites, and then
to the near side control points that are
based on Earth based photographs. As far
as I can determine no large or small scale
maps have been created using the ULCN
control system.
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Current lunar maps don’t always
agree with each other when
determining the coordinates of a lunar
feature. This is because the maps
were based on different control
networks, or perhaps, no control
network at all. The discussion of
some of the current maps, those most
widely used by lunar researchers, is
meant to briefly indicate how the
maps were made and what control
systems were used, if any. It is NOT
a complete list of lunar maps by any
means. Hopefully the discussion will
indicate the importance of an accurate
control system and which control
systems are available today.

1.Current Lunar Maps
Most lunar maps and charts commonly
use the orthographic projection to
represent the Moon as it appears on the
celestial sphere at 0 librations. A number
of maps have been created throughout
the decades but only a selection of the
most recent fairly accurate maps are
listed here to very briefly indicate what
they were based on, their scale, etc.

A. Kuiper’s Photographic
Lunar Atlas [Kuiper, G.P. (Ed);

1960]
This great photographic lunar atlas
based on images recorded from earth
was undertaken by Gerard Kuiper and a
number of colleagues, most notably
Ewen Whitaker, in 1955. The atlas
ut ilized photographs from five
observatory collections – Mount Wilson,
Lick, Pic du Midi, McDonald, and
Yerkes – supplemented as necessary by

new ones. The complete atlas has 281
photographs, covering 44 fields under
different angles of illumination. There
are also 63 supplementary photographs,
mainly of the limb regions. The
photographs in the main body of the
atlas are 16 by 20 inches and printed
four to a folded sheet that opens to 64 by
80 inches, so that they might be used at
the telescope. The scale of the atlas is
1:1,370,000, thus 1 inch at the center of
the lunar disk equals approximately 36
km.

B. Orthographic Atlas of the
Moon [Arthur, D.W.G. and Whitaker,
E.A.; 1961, St. Clair, J.H., Carder, R.W.
and Schimerman, L.A.; 1979]
The Orthographic Atlas of the Moon is
issued in two editions: Edition A (in a
red cover) produced on paper gives the
orthographic coordinates and, Edition B
(in a blue cover) produced on plastic
giving both the orthographic coordinates
and longitude-latitude grids and is
oriented with north upward. Edition B
contains the same information issued by
the Air Force Chart and Information
Center (ACIC) and some of the same
photographs are used in the atlas as are
in the Photographic Lunar Atlas. The
atlas consists of 280 photographs in two
parts: Part I covering the central portion
of the Moon, and Part II covering the
limb areas. The scale is 1:3,700,000. It
was produced by overprinting a map
projection on selected photographs of
the moon. Standard rectangular grid
lines were plotted on the photographs
allowing interpolation to 0.001 lunar
radius or better. A set of longitude/
latitude lines was also overprinted at two
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degree intervals for each sheet, with the
standard orthographic grid printed in
white and the longitude/latitude lines
printed in color.

C. Rectified Lunar Atlas
[Kuiper, G.P..; 1964, Whitaker, E.A.,
Kuiper, G.P., Hartmann, W.K., and
Spradley, L.H.; 1963, St. Clair, J.H.,
Carder, R.W. and Schimerman, L.A.;
1979]
The Rectified Lunar Atlas contains 142
charts of 30 x 38 cm with 30 fields of
30° x 30° each showing the near side
visible hemisphere, as seen from directly
above. The boundaries of the fields are
the latitude circles 30° and 60° north or
south, except for the polar regions where
60° sectors are used. Each of the fields is
displayed on four photographic charts.
Each field is shown on at least three
photographs, one photograph taken at
full moon and two oblique photographs
taken with opposite direction of
illumination. One of the charts shows a
longitude-latitude grid and IAU names
for the features. Six addit ional
photographic charts are supplied for
selected limb regions. The atlas uses an
azimuthal projection which is nearly
conformal similar to most terrestrial
maps. It was constructed by projecting
the original photographs onto a three-
foot white hemisphere, removing the
foreshortening which naturally increases
as you approach the limb, providing
proper geometrical relationships of the
features shown. The scale of the charts
is 1:3,500,000. The atlas charts were
selected from photographs obtained as
above. The atlas indicates crater
distributions, structural lineage, and ray

systems not obvious on the original
photographs and make the atlas useful in
interpreting photographs taken from
spacecraft.

D. “Lunar Designations and
Positions” (Lunar Quadrant
Charts) [Arthur, D.W.G. &

Agnieray, A.P.; 1964]

The “Lunar Quadrant Charts” are a
revised version of the charts published
in Communications of the Lunar and
Planetary Laboratory. They are as
follows:

Quadrant I - Comm. No. 30

Quadrant II - Comm. No. 40

Quadrant III - Comm. No. 50

Quadrant IV- Comm. No. 70

They show all craters greater than 3.5
km that can be recognized on
photographs, and all designated craters
and important elevations, regardless of
size. The charts are in orthographic
projection on the plane of the moon’s
mean limb aligned on the lunar Equator
and prime meridian, at intervals of 1/10
of the moon’s radius. The scale of the
charts corresponds to a lunar sphere of
50 cm radius.

E. Lunar Astronautical
Charts (LAC Charts) [ACIC,

1967]
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The LAC charts are a set of charts laid
out in 144 sheets covering the Moon at a
scale of 1:1,000,000. Forty two nearside
sheets have been published which use
Earth based photography as their
primary source. They are constructed
using the Mercator and Lambert
Conformal Conic projections as follows:

Mercator - 0° to 16° N

Lambert Conformal Conic - 16° N-S to 32° N-S

Lambert Conformal Conic - 32° N-S to 48° N-S

Lambert Conformal Conic - 48° N-S to 80° N-S

Mercator - 0° to 16° S

The selenodetic control was established
by used the ACIC Selenodetic System
(1965) [ACIC; 1966]. Varying control
sources occasionally results in a
mismatch of contour informat ion
between adjacent sheets. The LAC
charts were the primary source of lunar
map information prior to the use of lunar
satellite orbital photography.

Refer to http://www.lpi.usra.edu/
lunar_resources/lc_dossier.pdf for more
information on how the charts were
created.

F. Lunar Topographic
Orthophotomaps (LTO) and
Lunar Orthophotomaps
(LO) [ACIC”, 1967]
The Lunar Topographic Orthophotomap
and Lunar Orthophotomap series of

maps are the first complete series of
maps produced from the Apollo
Missions 15 through 17 mapping
photographs. The maps of this series are
at a scale of 1:250,000 and each map
covers 4° of lunar latitude and 5° of
lunar longitude. The Lunar Topographic
Orthophotomap is designated by LTO
and the Lunar Orthophotomap is
designated by (LO) followed by the
LAC chart number in which they occur,
etc. The following designation (250)
indicates a scale of 1:250,000.The
control system for the series is based on
the Apollo 15 Control System, and the
orthophotography and relief information
was produced using compilation via an
analytical stereoplotter and Apollo
mapping photographs. The Apollo
missions photographed approximately
20% of the moon to an error of about 60
meters which, when removing orbital
effects, can be reduced to about 20
meters. The evaluated horizontal
accuracy ranges from 160 to 500 meters.

G. Consolidated Lunar
Atlas. [Kuiper. G.P., Whitaker, E.A.,

Fountain, R.G., and Larson, S.M.; 1967]
The Consolidated Lunar Atlas consists
of two parts: Part I covering the surface
at various degrees of illumination, and
Part II for full moon photographs giving
34 fields covering the full moon. Most
of the atlas photographs were taken with
a focal-plane shutter which occasionally
produced a double exposure at low-
tension settings for part of the field. Two
f-ratios were used, f/13.5 giving a scale
of 10”/mm and f/45 giving a scale of 3”/
mm.Part I is set up in 8 east-west strips
(A through H) with the longitude
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division made approximately continuous
for a gradual step-wise progression of
the terminator. There are a total of 192
photographs. The atlas also contains
outlines of the individual Lunar Orbiter
fields projected onto ACIC lunar maps.

H. Rülk Atlas of the Moon
[Rükl, A.; 1990]
The Rükl “Atlas of the Moon” consists
of 76 sections compiled from Lunar and
Planetary Laboratory (LPL) catalogs,
atlases and maps. The scale is
1:2,400,000. Fine details are taken from
photographs from Lunar Orbiter IV and
V, and the “Atlas and Gazetteer of the
Near Side of the Moon” [Gutschewski,
G.L., Kinsler, D.C., and Whitaker, E.A.;
1971]. The maps of the libration zones
are from photographs from Lunar
Orbiter IV and V. A reference list of the
catalogs, maps and atlases is included in
the atlas.

I. Clementine Atlas of the
Moon [Bussey, B. and Spudis, P.D.;

2004]
The Clementine Atlas of the Moon is
based on the LAC charts. LACs 2 & 3
are projected using a central latitude of
72° N, LACs 10, 11 & 12 are projected
at approximately 56° N. Refer to Table 5
in the atlas for the map parameters. The
atlas is produced in double page format
consisting of a pair of maps showing the
same region of the Moon. The left-hand
page is a Cleme nt ine 750nm
photomosaic, while the other map is an
annotated shaded relief map produced
by relief images produced by the USGS.
Both pages are at the same scale and

have the same longitude and latitude
grids. At this scale, 1cm on the map is
approximately 25km on the Moon’s
surface, and 1° of latitude equals 30km
on the surface. There are small errors in
position in the atlas between the
photomosaic and the shaded relief map
that are due to hand-airbrushing of the
image. The researcher should trust the
position on the LAC page and in the
gazetteer at the back of the atlas.

The atlas descriptions above indicate the
variety of content and controls used in
producing the maps and indicate that
there is no consistency in the selection
of controls. Determination of a features’
position in the various atlases will result
in discrepancies between the maps used.
This is why it is important not only to
report a features coordinates, but to also
state how or where the coordinates were
determined. Refer to the “Lunar
Cartographic Dossier” [Schimerman,
L.A.; 1973] for an excellent source for
the history and summary of lunar
mapping.

2. Cameras [Wolf, P.R. and

Dewitt, B.A.; 2000]
A camera is defined as “a device for
taking photographs: a closed box
containing a sensitized plate or film on
which an image is formed when light
enters through a lens [Webster’s New
American Dictionary, 1995].” The
Manual of Photogrammetry, 4th Ed.
[Manual of Photogrammetry, 4th Ed.,
1980] defines a camera as “a light-proof
chamber or box in which the image of
an exterior object is projected upon a
sensitized plate or film, through an
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opening usually equipped with a lens or
lenses, shutter, and variable aperture.”
The more recent development of the
digital “camera” has somewhat distorted
those definitions. A digital camera
senses light energy using semiconductor
electronics instead of film. In this paper
the word “camera” will be used to
include digital devices. Photogrammetry
relies on cameras and their near
perfection of lenses of very high
resolving power with almost negligible
distortion.

A. Types of Cameras
Cameras are characterized by how the
image is formed. There are three main
t y p e s o f c a m e r a s u s e d i n
photogrammetry. The first type is a
camera that acquires the image
simultaneously over the entire area of
the film is called a “frame camera”.
Frame cameras use shutters which open
to allow the light to reach the two-
dimensional focal plane before closing.
A second type of camera is the “Strip
camera”, “linear array sensor” or
“pushbroom scanner”. These cameras
sense one linear strip of the field of view
at a time. This requires that the camera
moves or sweeps across the area being
photographed so that it can acquire a
two-dimensional image. The third type
of camera is the “flying spot” or
“mechanical scanner”. These cameras
build the image by detecting a small spot
at a time. This requires that they move in
two directions, sweep and scan, so that
the two-dimensional image can be
formed.

1. Frame Camera

The typical imaging camera used in
photogrammetry is the single-lens frame
aerial mapping camera, Figure {1}.
Their requirements are quite different
from ordinary frame cameras. The aerial
camera must have a lens of high
geometric quality and must be capable
of exposing a great number of
photographs of exacting specifications
in rapid succession. They must have
short cycling times, very fast lenses and
extremely efficient shutters since they
must acquire the images while moving
in an aircraft or spacecraft. They must
be reliable under the most demanding
environmental conditions in spite of
vibrations.

Figure 1

The lens in a single-lens frame camera is
held in a fixed position relative to the
focal plane. The film is generally held
fixed during the exposure, although
sometimes it may be moving to
compensate for image motion due to the
motion of the aircraft or spacecraft. The
entire image is formed simultaneously
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with a single click of the shutter, Figure
{2}.

Figure 2

Lenses are available in a range of focal
lengths. The choice of focal length
depends on the nature of photography
required. For terrestrial aerial cameras,
the most common focal lengths for
mapping are 152mm and 230mm, with a
305mm focal length lens being used for
mosaics and for reconnaissance and
interpretation photography. A simple
rule is that the angular field of view
increases as focal length decreases, so
that short focal lengths give a wider
ground coverage than longer focal
lengths at a given flying altitude, Figure
{3}.

Figure 3

The Hasselblad camera, Figure {4}, is a
small format, single lens frame camera
using 70mm film. It is widely used by
astronauts for space photography. It has
a wide assortment of lenses available in
varying focal lengths.

Figure 4

2. Linear Array Sensors

Figure 5 (Elements of Photogrammetry
with Applications in GIS, 2000)

LUNAR PHOTOGRAMMETRY SELENOLOGY TODAY # 4
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The linear array sensor, Figure {5}, is a
one-dimensional strip of CCD elements
set in the focal plane of a single-lens
camera and generates an image by
sweeping the line of elements across the
ground and electronically building up
the image. They are usually used in
spacecraft. Since the two-dimensional
photograph is generated in a sweeping
manner, the photograph is NOT exposed
simultaneously. Since the image is
generated at a multitude of points along
the spacecrafts orbit, the geometry that
results from this motion is called line
perspective. A necessary requirement for
the image to be su it able fo r
photogrammetry is that the spacecraft
carrying the linear array sensor travel
along a smooth path as the image is
generated. Tipping and tilting the sensor
erratically will result in a distorted
image.

3. Flying Spot Scanners

Figure 6 (Elements of Photogrammetry
with Applications in GIS, 2000)

The flying spot scanner, Figure {6}, is
similar to that of a linear array sensor
except that the image is generated one

pixel at a time instead of one line at a
time. The flying spot scanner uses a
mirror that oscillates in the direction of
travel of the spacecraft. As the
spacecraft moves along in its orbit, the
mirror oscillates from side to side
acquiring a single row of pixels. Timing
of the scan insures that after a row of
pixels is finished being imaged, the
spacecraft has moved to what will be the
beginning of the next row of pixels. The
spacecraft motion during scanning
skews the scan lines somewhat. As a
result, extensive geometric corrections
must be applied to the raw image to
allow its use in photogrammetry, and
t h e y a r e s e l d o m u s e d f o r
pho togrammet r ic use. A br ie f
description of the camera(s) carried on
the Ranger, Surveyor, Lunar Orbiter,
Apollo, and Luna missions is given later
in this paper. Refer to the spacecraft
mission documentation for the camera
type and parameters used to take the
photographs being measured.

B. The Focal Plane, Fiducial
Marks, and Reseaus
The focal plane of a camera is where all
of the light rays incident to the lens are
brought to a focus. Aerial cameras
usually have their focus set and fixed for
infinity, since the object distances are
great with respect to the image
distances. The film emulsion rests upon
the upper surface of the focal plane
frame therefore the focal plane is
defined as the upper surface of the focal
plane frame. There are usually four or
eight fiducial marks, Figure {7},
situated either in the middle of the sides
of the focal plane opening, in the
corners, or in both locations. These
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marks are exposed onto the negative
when the picture is taken by blinking
lamps. This defines the instant of
exposure. The fiducial marks establish a
reference xy coordinate for the
photograph which is used to measure
positions of objects in the photograph.
They are precisely determined by
camera calibration and are the two-
dimensional control points for the
photograph. Lines joining opposite
fiducial marks intersect at the indicated
principal point. In aerial cameras, this is
very close to the actual principal point,
the point in the focal plane where a line
from the cameras lens rear nodal point,
perpendicular to the focal plane,
intersects the focal plane. Fiducial marks
also allow for corrections for film
shrinkage and expansion because each
photograph contains fiducial marks.

Figure 7

Equations used in photogrammetry that
use photograph coordinates are based on
projective geometry and assume that the
photograph coordinate origin is at the

principal point. It is correct to reduce the
p ho t o g r a p h c o o r d ina t e s f r o m
measurement of the photograph, or from
the fiducial axis system, to the axis
system that has the principal point as its
origin. Camera manufacturers attempt to
set the fiducial marks and camera lens so
that the intersection of the fiducial
marks and principal point coincide. A
reseau is a series of extremely precise
index marks that appear on the image
and whose coordinates are determined
very accurately through camera
calibration. They may be superimposed
on the film by using finely etched marks
on a piece of glass mounted in front of
the film. When the photograph is taken
the marks then appear on the negative.
The positions of the reseau marks,
Figure {8}, are then related to their
known positions through a local two-
dimensional affine (pronounced afeen)
coordinate transformation for each
image point using only the closest
r es e au mar ks t o co nt r o l t he
transformation. A reseau is useful in that
the reseau pattern is uniformly
distributed throughout the entire
photograph format so that corrections
can be performed for non-uniform
shrinkage or expansion and also lack of
flatness of the image plane. However, a
reseau can cause additional distortions
and aberrations in the image. To avoid
these distortions, some cameras use a
series of tiny holes drilled through the
film platen in the grid pattern, which
holds the film firmly against the image
plane. Fiber optic filaments then send
light to each of the holes causing tiny
dots to appear in the image. This process
avoids distortions and aberrations since
there isn’t any glass in front of the film.
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Figure 8

C. Types of Shutters
The cameras shutter is used to determine
the length of time that the incident light
exposes the film. The shutter opens
instantaneously, remains open for the
required exposure time, and then closes
instantaneously. The shortest shutter
speed is usually used to minimize

blurring due to the motion or vibration
of the aircraft or spacecraft. Aerial
cameras generally use either a between-
the-lens shutter or a focal-plane shutter.

a. Between the Lens Shutters

Between-the-lens shutters are usually of
the leaf type, blade type, or rotating disk
type. The leaf type shutter is made of
five or more leaves on pivots and spaced
around the edge of the diaphragm. The
leaves rotate around their pivots to their
open position, when the shutter is
tripped, stay open the required length of
the exposure, then snap closed. Some
cameras use two sets of leaf shutters,
one set that opens initiating the
exposure, and the other set that closes to
terminate the exposure. This method
increases efficiency, shutter speed, and
shutter life. The blade type of shutter is
made of four bladed, two blades for
initiating the exposure, and two blades
for terminating the exposure. The
operation is similar to a guillotine. The
rotating disk type of shutter is made of a
series of continuously rotating disks.
Each disk has a cutaway section and
when the cutaways coincide, the
exposure is made. The length of the
exposure depends upon the speed of
rotation of the disks. This type of shutter
is extremely efficient because there is no
starting or stopping time involved in the
making of the exposure.

b. Focal Plane Shutters

Focal plane shutters are positioned
directly in front of the focal plane. There
are two types of focal plane shutters: the
curtain type and the louver type. The
curtain type of shutter comprises a
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curtain containing a slit. The width of
the curtain is equal to the width of the
focal plane. The slit moves across the
focal plane when the shutter is tripped.
The exposure time is set by the speed at
which the slit moves or by the width of
the slit. Focal plane shutters expose
different areas of the film at slightly
different times, thus causing errors in the
relat ive image posit ions on the
photograph. They are not usually used in
mapping but are used in reconnaissance.
The louver type of shutter consists of a
number of louvers that are operated
simultaneously similar to Venetian
blinds. They are not usually used due to
the shadows created by the open louvers
causing uneven lighting over the focal
plane.

D.Camera Calibration and
Coordinate Errors
After an aerial camera is manufactured,
it is carefully calibrated to determine a
number of constants. These are the
elements of interior orientation. These
elements need to be determined to
obtain accurate spatial information from
the photographs. The elements of
interior orientation are:

-Calibrated focal length (CFL) - the
focal length that produces an overall
mean distribution of lens distortion.

-Symmetric radial lens distortion - the
component of distortion that lies along
radial lines from the principal point
Figure {9}.

-Decentering lens distortion - the
distortion that remains after

compensating for the symmetric
distortion.

-Principal point location - specified by
the coordinates given with respect to the
x and y coordinates of the fiducial
marks.

-Fiducial mark coordinates – the x and y
coordinates of the fiducial marks.

Figure 9 (Elements of Photogrammetry
with Applications in GIS, 2000)

Several other elements are also
determined:

-Resolution - sharpness of the image.
The highest resolution is generally at the
center of the photograph, and the lowest
near the corners of the photograph.

-Focal plane flatness - the deviation of
the platen from a true plane. The platen
should not deviate more than 0.01mm
from a true plane.
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-Shutter efficiency – the ability of the
shutter to open instantaneously, remain
open for the required amount of time,
and close instantaneously.

Camera calibration eliminates most
systematic measurement errors.
However, coordinate errors are also
introduced by some other sources, such
as:

-Film distortion from shrinkage or
expansion of the emulsion.

-Fiducial axes not intersecting at the
principal point.

-Lens distortions.

-Lunar curvature distortion.

3. What is
Photogrammetry?
Photogrammetry is defined as “the art,
science, and technology of obtaining
reliable information about physical
objects and the environment through
processes of recording, measuring, and
interpreting photographic images and
p a t t e r ns o f r e co r d ed r a d ia n t
electromagnetic energy and other
phenomena [Wolf, P.R. and Dewitt,
B.A.; 2000]”.

There are two main areas o f
photogrammetry:

-Metric photogrammetry – the making
of precise measurements from
photographs and other sources of
information to determine the relative
coordinates of points, to enable the
determination of distances, angles, areas,
volumes, elevations, and sizes and
shapes of objects.

-Interpretative photogrammetry –
recognizing and identifying objects on
photographs.

Metric photogrammetry is mainly used
for the preparation of topographic and
planimetric maps from photographs, and
digital orthophotographs from scanned
p h o t o g r a p h y . I n t e r p r e t a t i v e
photogrammetry is mainly used for
determining an objects’ significance
through systematic analysis. The
remainder of this paper deals with
metric photogrammetry.

T he pr imar y t oo l fo r met r ic
pho togr ammet r y is t he ae r ia l
photograph, or in this case, a spacecraft
p ho t o g r a p h . A e r i a l / s p a c e c r a f t
photographs are classified as either
vertical or oblique, Figure {10}.
Vertical photographs are taken with the
camera optical axis directed as nearly
ver t ica l a s po ss ib le . Obl ique
photographs are taken with the camera
optical axis intentionally directed away
from the vertical and are classified as
either high oblique, which includes the
horizon in the photograph, or low
oblique, which does NOT include the
horizon in the photograph.

Figure 10 (Elements of Photogrammetry
with Applications in GIS, 2000)
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Ideally, the photographs are typically
taken along a series of parallel lines,
called flight strips, Figure {11}.

Figure 11 (Elements of Photogrammetry
with Applications in GIS, 2000)

The photographs in a single flight strip
overlap each other so that each
successive photograph duplicates a part
of the coverage of the preceding
photograph, called the end lap, Figure
{12}. The typical end lap is between
55% and 65%. Adjacent flight strips also
contain an overlap of approximately
30%, which is called the side lap, Figure
{11}.

Figure 12 (Elements of Photogrammetry
with Applications in GIS, 2000)

The two overlapping photographs are
called a stereopair and the area of
overlapping coverage is the stereoscopic
overlap area and is used in producing a
stereomodel of the ground useful for
establishing elevation contours and a

digital elevation model of the area,
among other uses. Since this paper deals
with the analysis of a single spacecraft
photo, stereopairs aren’t discussed any
further here. See “Elements of
Photogrammetry with Applications in
GIS” [Wolf, P.R. and Dewitt, B.A.;
2000] for a much more complete
d e s c r i p t i o n o f s t e r e o s c o p i c
photogrammetry, and photogrammetry
i n g e n e r a l . “ E l e m e n t s o f
Photogrammetry with Applications in
GIS” is an excellent source of
photogrammetric information with
extensive references listed and is the
main source of information for this
section of the paper.

4. Image Space, Object
Space, and Coordinate
Systems
The solution of photometric problems
usually begins by measuring the
coordinates of points on a photographic
image. The photographic image is the
image space where measurements are
made on either printed paper positives or
positive film images. The object space is
the three-dimension region that contains
the physical features shown in the
photograph. The ground coordinates are
in the object space. A transformation of
coordinates, to be described later in this
paper, is required to transfer the image
space coordinates to the ground level
object space coordinates.

The most common reference system for
measuring photographic coordinates is
the rectangular axis system formed by
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joining the opposite fiducial marks with
straight lines. For metric cameras, the x-
axis is the fiducial line most nearly
corresponding to the direction of flight.
T h e p o s i t i v e y - a x i s i s 9 0 º
counterclockwise from the positive x-
axis. The origin of the system is the
intersection of the fiducial lines. A
photograph with eight fiducial marks
will allow more accurate corrections to
be performed for systematic errors. For
non-metric cameras, “virtual” fiducial
marks can be set up to define the
reference axis system. Here, the x-axis is
usually the line parallel to the long sides
of the focal-plane opening passing
through the midpoints of the two short
sides, and the y-axis passes through the
midpoint of the designated x-axis and is
perpendicular to it. Rectangular
coordinates are an extremely useful
coordinate system for measuring
photographs. For example, they can be
used to calculate the distance between
two points on a photograph by the
following from analytic geometry:

__________________

Distance ab =√(xa – xb)2 + ( ya – yb)2

A number of ways are available for
making the photographic measurements.
Low order accuracy measurements can
be made using an engineers scale,
available in both English and metric
units. For more accurate measurements,
a glass scale can be used. Glass scales
have fine graduations and have a
magnifying eyepiece attached which can
slide along the scale. The points on the

photograph to be measured should be
indicated clearly as sharp, distinct
points. If you are measuring using one
of the above mentioned scales, it is
VERY important to indicate the proper
algebraic sign to the measured
rectangular coordinates. Point lying to
the right of the x-axis have positive x
coordinates, points to the left have
negative x coordinates. Points lying
above the x-axis have positive y
coordinates, while points lying below
have negative y coordinates. One
possible procedure for making the
measurements is the trilaterative
method, whereby distances are measured
from the fiducial marks to the image
point, then from the photo coordinates of
the fiducial marks determined during
camera calibration. The coordinates of
the image points can then be calculated
using trigonometry. This procedure can
be used with corner, as well as, side
fiducial marks. See [Wolf, P.R. and
Dewitt, B.A.; 2000] for a description of
the equations and process required to
perform the calculations.

A simpler and more accurate method is
through the use of a digitizer. This is the
way the measurements were performed
in this paper. The digitizer used in this
paper is the “digitize” option included in
the “WOLFPACK” software package
available on the Pennsylvania State
Univers it y web s it e at ht tp:/ /
surveying.wb.psu.edu/psu-surv/free.htm.
The software to select the appropriate
transformation method “ADJUST”,
which was also used in this paper, is also
at this site. Both should be downloaded
to perform the digitizing of the
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photographs and the calculation of the
object space X and Y coordinates for
each point from the image space x and y
coordinates. This method will be
described later in this paper.

A correction was often performed to the
measured image space coordinates to
account for Earth, or in this case, lunar
curvature, the reason being that
elevations of points in the image space
are referenced to an approximately
spher ica l da t um, wher eas t he
photogrammetric equations presumes
that the zero elevation surface is a plane.
Also, if a horizontal coordinate system is
used in object space, the axis system is
also curved. Therefore, correcting for
curvature results in a degraded accuracy
of either the X or Y object space
coordinates. By using a three-
dimensional orthogonal object space
coordinate system such as the local
vertical coordinate system, the curvature
of the lunar surface below the spacecraft
will be considered a natural part of the
local terrain and will cease to be a
distorting effect because the curvature
will be considered a natural part of the
terrain and will be resolved in the same
manner as any other topographic feature.

Several reference systems are used in
photogrammetry, among them:

-Geodetic Coordinate System

-Geocentric Coordinate System

-Local Vertical Coordinate System

To a person standing on the surface of
the moon, the surface would appear flat.
The determination of point within a
limited area on the surface can be done

with minimal loss of accuracy.
However, the farther out one goes and
the size of the area considered increases,
curvature of the lunar surface must be
accounted for to maintain accuracy.
Geodesy is a study of the size, shape,
gravity, rotation, and crustal movement
of the Earth. Selenodesy is a study of the
same parameters for the Moon, although
there are no crustal movements on the
Moon. Three reference surfaces are
defined in geodesy/selenodesy: (1) the
physical Earth/Moon, (2) the geoid/
selenoid, and (3) the ellipsoid.

The physical Earth/Moon is the actual
physical Earth/Moon.

The geoid/selenoid is the equipotential
gravity surface of the Earth/Moon. On
the Earth this is considered to be mean
sea level, on the Moon this is taken as
the radius of the mean lunar sphere,
1738 km. The geoid/selenoid is a gently
varying surface which is everywhere
perpendicular to the direction of gravity.
The geoid/selenoid surface variations
are due to the nonhomogeneous
distribution of mass in the Earth/Moon.

The reference ellipsoid is a surface
defined mathematically and which
approximates the geoid/seleno id
globally or over a large area. The
ellipsoid surface is generated by rotating
a two-dimensional ellipse about the
minor axis b, generating a three-
dimensional ellipsoid. The curves
passing through the north and south
poles are meridians, and are formed by
the intersection of the ellipsoid with a
plane containing the poles. The curves
that parallel the equator are parallels
and are formed by the intersection of the
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ellipsoid with a plane perpendicular to the
poles (parallel to the equator).

A.Geodetic Coordinate
System

Figure 13 (Elements of Photogrammetry
with Applications in GIS, 2000)

The Geodetic/Selenodetic reference
system, Figure {13} uses longitude λ,
latitude φ, and height h to specify point
locations on the Earth/Moon surface. The
figure shows a point P perpendicular to
the surface and intersecting the polar axis.
This line is the normal line at the point.
The longitude λ of the point is the angle
in the plane of the equator from the prime
meridian (Greenwich meridian for the
Earth) to the local meridian, the meridian
that passes through the normal line. The
longitude values vary from -180° to
+180° for the Earth and for the near side
of the Moon vary from -90° to +90° with
longitudes in the west being negative and
longitudes to the east being positive. The
latitude φof the point is the angle from
the equatorial plane to the normal line.
The latitude values range from -90° to

+90° with latitude north of the equator
being positive, and latitude south of the
equator being negative. The height h is
the distance from the surface of the
ellipsoid to point P, known as the
ellipsoid height. The orthometric height
of point P is its’ elevation above the
geoid/selenoid H and is considered to be
mean sea level for the Earth and 1738 km
for the Moon. The difference between the
two heights is the geoid/selenoid
undulation or the geoid/selenoid height N.
The relationship between h, H, and N is h
≈H + N.

B. Geocentric Coordinate
System

Figure 14 Geodetic and Geocentric Systems

(Elements of Photogrammetry Applications

in GIS, 2000).

Geodeticcoordinates λ, φ, and h are
related to a curved surface, the reference
ellipsoid. They are nonorthogonal and are
not suitable for photogrammetry, which is
based on a rectangular (Cartesian)
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coordinate system. The geocentric/
selenocentric coordinate system, Figure
{14}, however, is a three-dimensional
XYZ coordinate system whose origin is
at the center of the Earth/Moon and is
independent of any reference surface.
The XY plane is in the plane of the
equator and the Z axis extends through
the North Pole. The X-axis is oriented
with its positive end passing through the
prime meridian. The geocentric/
selenocentric coordinate system is useful
in satellite geodesy but its use in
photogrammetry is limited in that the
coordinate values are very large, there is
no relationship to the cardinal directions
in the local area, and the camera axis
would be pointed to relative to the Earth/
Moon pole instead of to the local
vertical. Therefore, a local vertical
coordinate system has been set up
having its’ origin in the local area being
measured.

C. Local Vertical Coordinate
System

The local vertical coordinate system,
Figure {15}, is a three-dimensional
Cartesian XYZ reference system having
its origin at a specific point in the areas
being measured. The positive X and Y
axes are tangent to the ellipsoid and
point to the east and north. The Z axis
points straight up from the ellipsoid in
the same direction as the normal at the
origin. In this paper, the position of a
point P in terms of geodetic coordinates
is specified as λ0, φ0, and h0 with h0

equal to zero, in geocentric coordinates
as X0, Y0, Z0, and having local vertical
coordinates of Xlp, Ylp, Zlp. The local

Figure 15 Local Vertical Coordinate
System Relative to the Geodetic and
Geocentric Systems

(Elements of Photogrammetry with
Applications in GIS, 2000)

vertical X, Y, and Z values roughly
correspond to the eastings and northings
and the height above the ellipsoid. Local
vertical coordinates can be converted
accurately to geodetic coordinates or to
map projection eastings and northings.

D. Vertical and Oblique
Photographs

a. Vertical Photographs

Vertical photographs result when the
optical axis of the aircraft/spacecraft is
vertical or nearly vertical to the ground,
Figure {16}. Some tilt is nearly always
present. Usually the tilt is less than 1°
and rarely exceeds 3°. Figure {16}
shows the geometry of a vertical
photograph taken from an aircraft/
spacecraft at an exposure station L. The
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negative is located at a distance equal to
the focal length of the lens (distance
o’L) above the rear nodal point of the
camera lens and is the reversal of the
object space in tone and geometry. The
positive generates a reversal of the tone

Figure 16 Geometry of a Vertical
Photograph over Flat Terrain

(Based on Elements of Photogrammetry
with Applications in GIS, 2000)

and geometry and is exactly the same as
the object space situated at a distance
equal to the focal length of the camera
lens (distance oL) located below the
front nodal point of the lens. The
relationship between the negative and
the object space can be seen by
comparing the positions of a’, b’, c’, and
d’ on the negative with points A, B, C,
and D in the object space (the ground).
The scale of the photograph is
determined by the ratio of a distance on
the photograph to the corresponding
distance on the ground. On an aerial

photograph, scale varies with variations
in elevation of the terrain. The first term
in describing the scale is always 1, by
convention. A large number in the scale
indicates a small scale, so that a scale of
1:1000 is larger than a scale of 1:5000.
Since measurements of a photograph are
made with a positive image, the negative
will not be discussed further or included
in any further figures. The scale of a
vertical photograph taken over flat
terrain, as shown in Figure {16}, and is
simply the ratio of distance ab in the
photograph to the corresponding
distance AB on the ground. By similar
triangles Lab and LAB, the scale can be
found as follows:

S = ab / AB = f / H’

where f = the camera’s focal length and
H’ = the aircraft/spacecraft height above
the ground.

For a vertical photograph taken over
variable terrain, the scale will vary since
the object distance varies, Figure {17}.

The scale will increase as the terrain
elevation increases and will decrease as
the terrain elevation decreases. In this
case, the scale at any point in the
photograph may be expressed as:

S = f / (H - h)
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where f is the camera focal length and
(H - h) is the object distance, so that
the scale is equal to the ratio of the
image distance to the object distance.
The closer to the terrain that the
camera is located, the greater the scale

Figure 17 Geometry of a Vertical
Photograph over Variable Terrain

(Elements of Photogrammetry with
Applications in GIS, 2000)

of the photograph. In like manner, if
the flying altitude increases, the scale
decreases since the object distance H -
h increases. In addition, the average
scale of a photograph is:

Savg = f / (H - havg)

with the understanding that the scale is

exact ONLY at those points that lie at
the average elevation.

You can also measure the scale of a
photograph by measuring the distance
between two points that appear in the
photograph and then measuring their
corresponding distances on the ground.
The scale of the photograph is then the
ratio between the photo distances to the
ground distance. This scale value is
exact ONLY at the elevation of the
ground line. If the ground line lies along
sloping ground, then the scale is
applicable at approximately the average
elevat ion of the two line end
points.Relief displacement on a vertical
photograph is the shift in the position of
the object caused by the relief of the
object, for example: its elevation above
or below the datum. In a vertical
photograph, the displacement is outward
for points that have elevations above the
datum, and inward for elevations below
the datum.

Various errors can occur in the
measurement of positions from a vertical
photograph. These errors occur due to:

1 Errors in photographic measurement
or digitization.

2 Errors in ground control points.

3 Using a tilted photograph where a
vertical photograph was assumed.
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Figure 18 Geometry of an Oblique
Photograph with Tilt, Swing, Azimuth
Orientation

(Elements of Photogrammetry with
Applications in GIS, 2000)

b. Oblique Photographs

There are two types of oblique
photographs: (1) low oblique with the
horizon NOT shown and (2) high
oblique which shows the horizon. An
oblique photograph contains six
independent parameters known as the
elements of exterior orientation, which
express the spatial position and angular
orientation of the photograph. The
spatial position is indicated by the XL,
YL, and ZL coordinates of the ground
coordinate system three-dimensional

coordinates of the exposure station. ZL

is also known as H, the altitude of the
aircraft/spacecraft above the datum, in
the case of the Moon, the 1738 km
sphere. The angular orientation is the
magnitude and direction of the tilt in the
photograph. The angular orientation can
be defined by three angles which may be
described in two different systems: (1)
the tilt-swing-azimuth (t-s-α) system,
and (2) the omega-phi-kappa (ω-φ-κ)
system. Of the two, the omega-phi-
kappa system is the more widely used
due to its computational advantages.

1. Tilt-Swing-Azimuth

Referring to Figure {18}, the exposure
station is located at L and the principal
point in the photograph positive is at o.
The line Ln is a vertical line with n
being the nadir point of the photograph
occurring when the vertical line
intersects the photograph. Line Ln
intersects the ground at Nd which is
defined as the datum nadir point. The
camera optical axis is line Lo and it
intersects the ground at the ground
principal point, Pg, and intersects the
datum plane at the datum principal
point, Pd. The tilt angle is at angle t, or
nLo, between the optical axis and the
spacecraft nadir line and it gives the
amount of the tilt of the photograph.

The principal plane is defined as the
plane formed by Lno and it intersects
the photographs’ plane at the principal
line, no. The swing angle gives the
position of the photographs principal
line with respect to the reference
fiducial axis. The swing angle, s, is the
clockwise angle measured in the plane
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of the photograph from the positive Y-
axis to the nadir end of the principal
line, and gives the direction of the
photographs tilt. It can be between 0°
and 360°, or between -180° and +180°.

Azimuth, α, indicates the orientation of
the principal plane with reference to the
ground reference axis. The azimuth
angle is defined as the clockwise angle
measured from the ground Y axis to the
datum principal line NdPd. It is
measured either in the datum plane or in
a plane parallel to the datum plane, and
it can be between 0° and 360° or
between -180° and +180°. The tilt,
swing, and azimuth angles define the
orientation of an oblique photograph in
space. A zero tilt angle indicates a
vertical photograph, showing that a
vertical photograph is just a special case
of oblique photograph. The swing and
azimuth are undefined for a vertical
photograph. As stated in the section on
vertical photographs, the scale variations
in the vertical photograph result from
the variations in object distance, the
distance from the camera to the ground.
The scale in an oblique photograph is
also affected by relief variations in the
photograph, and by the magnitude and
orientation of the tilt. The scale at any
point of an oblique photograph can be
calculated if the tilt t and swing s angles
for the photograph are known, as well as
the flying altitude for the photograph H
and the elevation of the point above the
datum h. Therefore,

S = f / (Cos (t) – y’ Sin (t)) / (H-h)

Relief displacement of an object on an
oblique photograph is dependent upon

the flying altitude, the height of the
object, the amount of tilt, and the
location of the object in the photograph.
Relief displacements on an oblique
photograph occur along lines radial from
the nadir point. It is zero at the nadir
point and increases as the radial distance
increases outward.

2. Omega-Phi-Kappa

Figure 19 Geometry of an Oblique
Photograph with Omega, Phi, Kappa
Orientation

(Elements of Photogrammetry with

Applications in GIS, 2000)

Similar to the tilt-swing-azimuth system,
the omega-phi-kappa system also
expresses the angular orientation of a
photograph by three rotation angles,
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omega, phi, and kappa. They define the
relationships between the three axis of
the oblique photo (image space)
coordinate system and the XYZ axes of
the ground (object space) coordinate
system. As indicated in Figure {19}, the
ground coordinate system is the XYZ
system. The oblique photographic image
space coordinate system is xyz with its
origin at L, the exposure station. If
another image coordinate system x’, y’,
z’ is set up with its origin also at L and
with its corresponding axes mutually
parallel to the axes of the ground object
space coordinate system, the three
sequential rotations for omega, phi, and
kappa can be made to coincide with the
photographs’ xyz system. Omega, phi,
and kappa are positive if they are
counterclockwise when seen from the
positive end of the rotation axis.

Figure 20 Omega, Phi, Kappa
Rotations

(Elements of Photogrammetry with
Applications in GIS, 2000)

The omega, phi, and kappa rotations are

shown as (a), (b), and (c) respectively in
Figure {20}. Figure {20a} shows that
the omega rotation is about the x’ axis
through an angle omega, creating a new
x1, y1, z1 axis system. The range for the
omega angle is -180° < omega ≤+180°.
Figure {20b} shows that the phi rotation
is about the y1 axis through the angle
phi, creating a new x2, y2, z2 axis system.
The range for the phi angle is -90° ≤phi
≤+90°. Figure {20c} shows that the
third, kappa, rotation is about the z2 axis
through the angle kappa creating the xyz
coordinate system which is the oblique
photographs image space system. The
range for the kappa angle is -180° <
kappa ≤+180°.

The angular orientation of any oblique
photograph with respect to the reference
ground coordinate system is defined by
a unique set of angles omega, phi, and
kappa, provided that the range for the
angles are maintained. The space
position of any oblique photograph in
the omega, phi, and kappa system is
determined by the exposure station
coordinates XL, YL, and ZL (or H). The
determination of the six elements of
exterior orientation is done through
space resection by collinearity. At least
three ground control points (or in the
case of the ADJUST software, four
ground control points) and their X, Y,
and Z coordinates must be known, along
with the calibrated focal length of the
camera. Space resection by collinearity
i s a nu me r i c a l me t ho d t ha t
simultaneously determines all six
elements of exterior orientation. Either
Omega, Phi, and Kappa or Tilt, Swing,
and Azimuth may be used. Since a
redundant amount of ground control is
permitted, a least squares computation
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can be used to find the most probable
values for the six elements. This is a
very lengthy process when performed
manually but the Penn State University
ADJUST program can easily solve this
problem.

Space resection by collinearity involves
determining the collinearity equations
for a number of ground control points
whose X, Y, and Z coordinates are
known and that appear in the oblique
photograph being measured. The
collinearity equations state that for any
oblique photograph, the exposure station
(L), any object point (A) and its
corresponding image (a) all lie in a
straight line. See Figure {21}.

Figure 21 Collinearity Conditions

(Elements of Photogrammetry with
Applications in GIS, 2000)

Any point on a photo can be expressed
by the two collinearity equations, which
are

m11(XA – XL) + m12(YA – YL) + m13(ZA – ZL)

xa = x0 – f (______________________________________)

m31(XA – XL) + m32(YA – YL) + m33(ZA – ZL)

m21(XA – XL) + m22(YA – YL) + m23(ZA – ZL)

ya = y0 – f (______________________________________)

m31(XA – XL) + m32(YA – YL) + m33(ZA – ZL)

where xa and ya are the photographic
coordinates of the image point a; XA, YA,

and ZA are the object space coordinates
of point A, XL, YL, and ZL are the object
space coordinates of the exposure
station; f is the camera focal length, and
x0 and y0 are the principal point
coordinates (usually determined at
camera calibration, and the ms are
functions of the three rotation angles
(most often omega, phi, and kappa). For
a more r igorous and complete
description of the collinearity and
coplanarity conditions, refer to [Wolf,
P.R. and Dewitt, B.A.; 2000].

5. Coordinate
Transformations

A.Some Notes about
Coordinate Conversions
Formulae are available to convert
from one coordinate system to
another [Wolf, P.R. and Dewitt, B.A.;
2000]. It is essential to understand
that a conversion between systems is
very different from a transformation
between systems. A conversion is an
exact process allowing simplification
to change positions from one form to
another form. Changing rectangular
coordinates to polar coordinates is a
conversion . A transformation,
however, is not necessarily an exact
process but is based on measurements
which can contain errors. This is the
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primary difference between conversions
and transformations. Using a different
set of measurements in a transformation
may yield different results from the last
time the transformation was performed.
A conversion, however, will always
yield the same results since it is not
based on measurements. Three
coordinate systems were discussed
previously in this paper: (1) Geodetic
coordinate system based on λ, φ, and h,
(2) Geocentric coordinate system based
on X, Y, and Z coordinates, and (3)
Local Vertical coordinate system based
on XL, Yl, Zl coordinates. The geodetic
system can be converted to the
geocentric system, and the conversion
can be performed in the reverse manner.
The geocentric system can be converted
to the local vertical system and in the
reverse. The conversions will always
follow the geodetic-geocentric-local
vertical path. If a conversion were to be
made from the geodetic system to the
local vertical system, the geocentric
conversion must be performed as an
intermediate step. Since the coordinates
used may have up to 11 or 12 significant
figures, a computer utilizing double-
precision variables should be used for
the calculations. Refer to [Wolf, P.R.
and Dewitt, B.A.; 2000] for the
equations and procedures to perform the
conversions between the various
coordinate systems.

B.Coordinate
Transformations
The measurement of the positions of the
various points on the digitized
photograph (image space) results in
coordinates in convenient arbitrary X
and Y rectangular coordinates. The

origin (0, 0) of the coordinates in the
digitized photograph is at the upper left
hand corner of the photograph. These
arbitrary coordinates must then be
converted to the ground coordinate
system (object space). This procedure is
known as coordinate transformation and
requires that some points have their
coordinates known in both the arbitrary
and the final coordinate systems. The
points are known as the control points.
The control points used in this paper will
be discussed later. There are several
coordinate transformations in existence
but the transformations tested in this
project are:

1 Two-Dimensional Conformal
Transformation

2 Two-Dimensional Affine
Transformation

3 Two-Dimensional Projective
Transformation

These transformations, as well as some
others, are included in the Penn State
University WOLFPACK software.

1. Two-Dimensional Conformal
Transformation

The two-dimensional conformal
transformation is used to transform
coordinates measured in one
coordinate system into coordinates
using a different coordinate system.
Two-Dimensional means that both
coordinate systems reside on plane
surfaces. Conformal means that the
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true shape is preserved after the
transformation is complete. A two-
d i m e n s i o n a l c o n f o r m a l
transformation requires that at least
two control points be known in both
the image space arbitrary coordinate
system and the final object space
coordinate system. Accuracy can be
increased by selecting the control
points as far apart as possible, and
also by using the least squares
method if more that two control
po in t s a r e s e le c t e d . T he
transformation is accomplished
through (1) scale change, (2) rotation,
and (3) translation. Refer to [Wolf,
P.R. and Dewitt, B.A.; 2000] for the
equations and steps required to
manually perform a two-dimensional
conformal transformation.

2. Two-Dimensional Affine
Transformation

The two-dimensional affine (pronounced
afeen) transformation is used to
transform points obtained from a map or
chart to ground points. The two-
dimensional affine transformation is
similar to the two-dimensional
conformal transformation except that the
affine transformation includes different
scale factors in the x and y directions
and it also compensates for
nonorthogonality of the axis system (the
x and y axes are not perpendicular to
each other). This transformation requires
that at least three control points are
known in both coordinate systems. The
transformation is accomplished through
(1) scale change in x and y, (2)
correction for nonorthogonality, (3)
rotation, and (4) translation. Refer to
[Wolf, P.R. and Dewitt, B.A.; 2000] for

the equations and steps required to
manually perform a two-dimensional
affine transformation.

3. Two-Dimensional Projective
Transformation

The two-dimensional projective
transformation is used to transform
points obtained from a projected system
to some other system. It allows for the
analytical computation of the XY
coordinates of points after they have
been projected onto a plane from another
non-parallel plane. One example is the
transformation of points on an oblique
photograph to ground points. The scale
changes continuously in both the X and
Y directions. This transformation
requires that at least four control points
are known in both coordinate systems.
This transformation is best performed by
the least squares method. Refer to [Wolf,
P.R. and Dewitt, B.A.; 2000] for the
equations and steps required to manually
perform a two-dimensional projective
transformation.

6. Lunar Satellite
Photographs

A. Ranger [“Ranger VIII
Photographs of the Moon”; 1965,
“Ranger VII Photographs of the Moon
Part I: Camera “A” Series”; 1964,
“Ranger VII Photographs of the Moon
Part II: Camera “B” Series”; 1964,
“Ranger VII Photographs of the Moon
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Part III: Camera “P” Series”; 1965,
“Ranger IX Photographs of the Moon”;
1965, Schimerman, L.A.; 1973]

Figure 22

Ranger Impact Sites

(Ranger VIII Photographs of the Moon,
1965)

Figure 23 Ranger Altitude and Range
Definition

(Ranger VIII Photographs of the Moon,
1965)

Three successful Ranger missions impacted
the Moon and took a series of photographs
from encounter until impact, Figure {22}
and {23}. The missions were:

1 Ranger VII impacting in Mare Cognitum,
Longitude 339.33 E, Latitude 10.70 S.
Transmitted 4038 photographs.

2 Ranger VIII impacting in Mare
Tranquillitatis, Longitude 24.81 E, Latitude
2.71 N. Transmitted 7137 photographs.

3 Ranger IX impacting in the crater
Alphonsus, Longitude 357.62 E, Latitude
12.91 S. Transmitted 5814 photographs.

The primary objective of the Ranger
missions was to obtain high-resolution
photographs of the lunar surface using
the Ranger Block III spacecraft. The
Ranger Block III spacecraft camera
consisted of six television cameras
divided into two channels, the P channel
and the F channel. One-inch-diameter
vidicon cameras were used for imaging
with an electromagnetically driven slit-
type shutter to expose the vidicon
cameras. The F channel had two
cameras, the A camera with a 25-mm
f/1.0 lens with a 25° field of view and a
B camera with a 76-mm f/20 lens. The
cameras electron beam scanned an area
approximately 11-mm square in 2.5
seconds and containing 1150 lines. The
two cameras operated in sequence with
only one camera being scanned at a
time, allowing the signals from the two
cameras to be transmitted over the same
transmitter, therefore there was a 5
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second wait period for consecutive
images from the same camera. The P
channel consisted of four cameras that
were designated as P1 through P4.
Cameras P1 and P2 had 76-mm f/2.0
lenses with and approximately 2.1° field
of view while P3 and P4 had 25-mm f/1.0
lenses with an approximately 6.3° field
of view, enabling the P cameras to have
the same dynamic range as the F
cameras. The scan rates were different
for the P and F cameras. The P cameras
scanned a 2.8-mm square area with 300
scan lines in 0.2 seconds. Again, only
one camera was being scanned at a time
with the time between consecutive
pictures on a particular camera being
0.84 seconds.

The film used for the Ranger missions
was Eastman Kodak television recording
film type 5374, with the negatives
developed by a commercial film
processor to a gamma of 1.4.

Refer to references “Ranger VIII
Photographs of the Moon”; 1965,
“Ranger VII Photographs of the Moon
Part I: Camera “A” Series”; 1964,
“Ranger VII Photographs of the Moon
Part II: Camera “B” Series”; 1964,
“Ranger VII Photographs of the Moon
Part III: Camera “P” Series”; 1965, and
“Ranger IX Photographs of the Moon”;
1965 for information on the photographs
taken by the Ranger missions VII, VIII
and IX.

B.Surveyor [“The Surveyor

Program”, Schimerman, L.A.; 1973]

Figure 24

Surveyor Spacecraft Landing Sites
(The Surveyor Program, 2004)

The primary objective of the Surveyor
Program, Figure {24}, was to obtain
close-up images of the lunar surface and
to determine if the terrain was safe for
manned landings. The missions were:

1-Surveyor 1 - Flamsteed P. Returned
11,240 photographs.

2-Surveyor 3 - Oceanus Procellarum.
Returned 6326 photographs.

3-Surveyor 5 - Mare Tranquillitatus.
Returned 19,118 photographs.

4-Surveyor 6 - Sinus Medii. Returned
over 29,952 photographs.

5-Surveyor 7 - North rim of the crater
Tycho. Returned over 21,038
photographs.

The cameras aboard the Surveyor series
of spacecraft were television cameras
utilizing a vidicon tube with 25-mm and
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100-mm focal length lenses. The camera
axis was inclined 16° to the center axis of
the spacecraft. Both 200-line and 600-line
scanning was used. The 200-line scan
transmitted using an omnidirectional
antenna for the initial 14 photographs
scanning one frame every 61.8 seconds,
requiring 20 seconds for a complete
transmission. Subsequent transmission
were scanned using the 600-line scan
transmitted via a directional antenna with
each frame being scanned every 3.6
seconds, requiring one second to be read
from the vidicon.

C.Lunar Orbiter [Bowker, D.E. &

Hughes, J.K.; 1971, “Digital Lunar
Orbiter Photographic Atlas of the Moon”,
Schimerman, L.A.; 1973]

Five Lunar Orbiter missions were flown.
The primary purpose of the first three
missions was to obtain high resolution
photographs of the proposed Apollo
landing sites. The fourth mission
photographed the near side of the Moon,
and the fifth mission completed the far
side photographs. The Lunar Orbiter
photographic system consisted of a dual
lens camera, one lens being an 80-mm
lens with an angular coverage of 44.4° by
38°, and the second lens of 610-mm focal
length with an angular coverage of 20.4°
by 5.16°. The 610-mm photographs are
the high-resolution photographs while the
80-mm photographs are the medium-
resolution photographs.

Figure 25 Lunar Orbiter Photographic
Geometry (Lunar Orbiter Photographic
Atlas of the Moon)

“The camera fiducial system was
composed of sawtooth notches along two
opposite sides of the camera
frame” [Schimerman, L.A.; 1973]. The
photographs were made on a single strip
of Kodak high-definition SO-243 aerial
film 70-mm wide and 80 meters long. The
angular line-pair resolutions are 34
seconds of arc for the medium-resolution
photographs and 4.4 seconds of arc for
the high-resolution photographs. See
References Bowker, D.E. & Hughes, J.K.;
1971, and “Digital Lunar Orbiter
Photographic Atlas of the Moon” for
complete information on the lunar orbiter
photographs. The major problem with
using Lunar Orbiter photographs for lunar
cartography is the photographic distortion
produced by the scanning and
transmiss ion processes. Precise
corrections for these distortions were best
obtained using the “analyt ical
photogrammetric triangulation process
where corrected camera system
coordinates for each measured image is
obtained by mathematical adjustment into
the film reseau and camera reseau
systems” [Schimerman, L.A.; 1973].
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D. Apollo [Mazursky, H.,
Colton, G.W. & El-Baz,F. (Eds);
1978, Wollenhaupt, W.R. and

Osburn, R.K.; 1971]
Two groups of cameras were used
for Apollo orbital photographs:
those in the command module (CM)
which were handheld or mounted on
brackets and operated by the
astronauts, and those that were
stowed in the scientific instrument
module (SIM) bay in the service
module (SM) and remotely operated
by the astronauts from the CM.

Figure 26

Apollo Cameras

(Apollo Over the Moon: A View
from Orbit)

The mapping camera Figure {26was
stowed in the SIM bay. It performed
two functions, the mapping function
and the stellar function to record
star field at a fixed point in space
relative to mapping camera axis so
that orientation of the latter can be

accurately determined for each
mapping camera frame. The
mapping function was performed by
a 76-mm focal length lens with
reseau crosses and fiducial marks,
and with the time, altitude, shutter
speed, and forward motion control
setting recorded on each frame. The
stellar portion was performed by a
76-mm focal length lens with its
axis oriented at 96 to mapping
camera axis. Its exposures were
synchronous with the mapping
camera exposures. It also contained
reseau crosses and fiducial marks,
and also had the time and altitude
recorded on each frame. The
panoramic camera had a 610-mm
focal length lens and optical bar
design for high-resolution and
image motion compensation, and
had the frame number, fiducial
marks, time, mission data, velocity/
height ratio, and camera-pointing
attitude recorded on each frame.
The purpose of the panoramic
camera was to provide strips of
high-resolut ion (about 2-m)
stereoscopic coverage for relatively
large- scale topographic mapping
and for detailed photogeologic
analysis. The panoramic camera on
Apollo 15 could only be run for
about 1/2 hour (half the sunlit
portion) during any given orbit
because of thermal limitations on
the instruments. The area of
coverage was limited to the same
area covered by the mapping
camera system because only the
mapping camera could provide the
geodetic control required for
building mosaics and orthophoto
maps from the panoramic camera
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pictures. The panoramic camera
on Apollo 17 was used to extend
the Apollo 15 photographic
coverage and to fill gaps in both
t he Ap o l lo 1 5 a nd 1 6
photography.

The command module carried
the following cameras: (A) Two
H a s s e l b l a d c a m e r a s , a
Hasselblad EL camera with
interchangeable 80-mm, 105-
mm, 250-mm, and 500-mm focal
length lenses. The 105-mm lens
transmitted ultraviolet (UV)
wave lengths to document
operations and maneuvers and to
obtain convergent stereoscopic
coverage of candidate landing
sites, particularly with the 500-
mm lens; to photograph pre-
selected orbital science targets,
different terrain types near the
t e r mina t o r , a s t r o no mic a l
phenomena, views of the Moon
after transearth injection, views
of Earth, and to acquire special
UV spectral photographs of the
Moon and Ear th; and a
Hasselblad DC camera with an
80-mm focal length lens with
reseau plate to obtain strips of
stereoscopic coverage of the
approach paths to candidate
landing sites, as well as of orbital
science targets.

The command module also
carried a (B) lunar topographic
camera with a 457-mm focal-
length, f/4 lens with fiducial
marks, time, and shutter speed
recorded on each frame. The
purpose of the lunar topographic
camera was primarily to obtain

high-resolution coverage of the
Apollo 16 candidate landing site
area near Descartes on the
Apollo 14 mission, however
camera malfunction prevented
achieving this and most other
goals. (C) a data acquisition
camera with interchangeable 5-
mm, 10-mm, 18-mm, 75-mm,
and 200-mm focal length lenses
to document engineering and
operational data, experiment
reco rds within the CSM
maneuvers with the lunar module
(LM), CM entry, and landmark
tracking; to photograph general
targets inside and outside the
CSM and to obtain continuous
sequence terrain photography.
(D) A 35-mm Nikon camera with
through-the-lens viewing and
metering and a 55-mm focal
length lens which was used to
photograph, under dim light
co nd i t io ns , a s t r o no mic a l
phenomena and lunar targets
illuminated by Earth shine.

Figure 27

Apollo Mapping Camera
Operation

(Apollo Over the Moon: A View
from Orbit)

LUNAR PHOTOGRAMMETRY SELENOLOGY TODAY # 4
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During normal photographic
operations, the surface mapping
camera automatically exposes a
series of photographs of the
Moon's surface. When the
camera axis is perpendicular to
the surface, each exposure
outlines a square area. The areas
covered by each exposure
overlap to form a continuous
strip across the surface. The
position of the spacecraft in orbit
is recorded continuously by

radiotracking stations on Earth.
Precision photography requires
that the orientation as well as the
position of the spacecraft must
be known at the time the surface
photograph was taken. This was
accomplished with the stellar
camera which took a photograph
of part of the star field each time
a surface mapping camera
photograph was taken. The
stellar camera thus provides the
data needed to orient the
spacecraft and the surface
mapping camera. The distance to

the lunar surface was measured
with the laser altimeter. At each
exposure of the surface mapping
camera, a beam of light from the
altimeter is pulsed to the surface
(to the center of the area being
photographed), and its time of
return was recorded. Because the
velocity of light is known, the
distance between the spacecraft
and the Moon is eas i ly
calculated.

Figure 28

Apollo Mapping Camera
Coverage

(Apollo Over the Moon: A View
from Orbit)
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Figure 29

Apollo Panoramic Camera
Coverage

(Apollo Over the Moon: A View
from Orbit)

The Apollo 16 mission had a low
angle orbital plane of about 9°
from the equatorial plane,
restricting the spacecraft to a
narrow orbit belt and limiting the
width of the area that could be
photographed from the vertical
position Figure {28, 29}. The
planned photographic coverage
for both the mapping and
panoramic camera systems was
obtained long before the film
loads were exhausted. The
original plan was to take the
ma p p ing a nd p a no r a mic
photographs very early and very
late in the orbital phase to allow
photographing the western limb
of the Moon when the near-side
terminator had progressed far
enough west. However, problems
developed with the spacecraft

orientation mechanism that
resulted in the mission being
s ho r t e ne d b y o ne d a y.
Approximately 90 percent of the
planned photographic coverage
was accomplished even though
the time available for orbital
photography was less than
originally planned. Only the
westernmost part of the orbital
tracks was not photographed.The
orbital track of Apollo 17 was
similar to that of Apollo 15
because much of the ground
track area had previously been
photographed by the Apollo 15
mission, and the 60% end lap
requ ir ement was waived.
Photographs were obtained in
s o m e a r e a s p r e v i o u s l y
photographed during the Apollo
15 mission when the Sun angle
was different from that of the
earlier photographs resulting in
additional information being
supplied.

Since Apollo 17 carried several
new orbital experiments and
some of these required special
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spacecraft attitudes and freedom
from interference reducing the
amount of time available for
photography using the SIM bay
camera systems. Modifications
were made in the photographic
plan to accommodate these
e xp er ime n t s a nd pr o ved
worthwhile because the results of
the experiments have provided
useful information for supporting
photogeologic interpretations.

When the Apollo program ended
with the successful completion
of Apollo 17, nearly 10,000
metric and 4,800 panoramic
photographs had been taken.
Controlled orthophotomaps at a
scale of 1:250 000 were made
from the mapping photographs
with the panoramic camera
photographs being used to make
large-scale maps at 1:50 000 and
1:10 000 scale for selected areas
of scientific interest.

E. Luna & Zond
The Luna and Zond missions
were designed to co llect
information about the Moon and
its environment, not only for
scientific purposes but also to be
used in the planning of future
lunar missions including manned
missions to the Moon.

R e f e r t o h t t p : / /
www.mentallandscape.com/
C_CatalogMoon.htm for a
catalog of images from the
Soviet Luna and Zond missions.

F. Mariner 10
[Schimerman, L.A.; 1973]
Mariner 10 took a series of
photographs during it’s flyby of
the Moon in November-
December, 1973. Mariner 10 had
on board two 1500-mm focal
length television cameras and
transmitted the scanned data to
earth. This resulted in 56
photographs at scales o f
1:5,000,000 and smaller that
could be used for cartography.
The coverage of the Mariner 10
photographs was between the
lunar Equator and the North Pole
from 0° to 150° longitude.

G. Clementine [Bussey, B.

and Spudis, P.D.; 2004]
The Clementine spacecraft took
over 1.8 million images of the
surface. Clementine had five
different imaging systems on-
board:

1. The UV/Visible camera
had a filter wheel with
six different filters,
ranging from 415 nm to
1000 nm, and including
a broad-band filter
covering 400 to 950
nm.

2. The Near Infrared
camera also had a six-
filter wheel, ranging
from 1100 nm to 2690
nm.
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3. The Longwave Infrared
camera had a wavelength range
of 8000 to 9500 nm.

4. The Hi-Resolution
imager had a broad-
band filter from 400 to
800 nm and four other
filters ranging from 415
to 750 nm.

5. The Star Tracker camera
was also used for imaging.

R e f e r t o h t t p : / /
nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/
clementine.html for complete
parameters for the various
cameras on board Clementine.

H. SMART 1 [Jossett, J.L.,

et al,; 2005]
SMART stands for Small
Missions for Advanced Research
in Technology. The goals of the
SMART-1 spacecraft were to
search for signs of water-ice in
craters near the Moon’s poles,
contribute data to clarify the
origin of the Moon, and to
reconstruct the evolution of the
Moon by mapping the surface
d is t r ibu t io n o f miner a ls .
SMART-1 looped over the north
and south poles in an elliptical
orbit whose height varied from
300 to 10,000 km.

The SMART-1 camera was a
high resolution CCD camera
with a resolution of 27 meters
pixel from a height of 300 km. It
is a panoramic camera and has
filters for 750 nm, 900 nm, and

950 nm. Refer to http://
www.esa.int/esa-mmg/mmg.pl?
mission=SMART-1&type=I for
Smart-1 photographs.

7. Control Points
Aerotriangulation is the process of
determining the X, Y and Z
coordinates for a point on the ground
from the corresponding measured
coordinates on the aerial photograph.
In theory, there are no differences
be t w e e n a e r i a l a nd s p a c e
photogrammetry. The differences are
caused by the use of sensors on a
spacecraft and the restrictions of the
orbit of the spacecraft [Jacobsen,
K.]. The geometry of aerial
photographs is based mainly on the
de t e r mina t io n o f a bund le
adjustment. Light is considered to
travel from a source through some
transmitting medium in a straight
line called a light ray. Given any
point source of light, an infinite
number of light rays are radiated in
all directions. This group of
radiating light rays is called a bundle
of rays. A bundle adjustment is the
adjustment of all photogrammetric
measurements in a stereopair of
photographs to ground control
measurements using a single
solution. This is based on using a
stereopair of photographs with tie
points connecting any two adjacent
strips of photographs and can be
applied to an unlimited number of
overlapping photographs. If aerial
photographs from overlapping flight
paths are available, ground control
points do not have much influence
on deter min ing t he ground
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coordinates. This is different for
spacecraft images, where there is
usually only one photograph
available for measurement. The
geometric characteristics of a single
photograph can only be determined
by the use of control points.
Therefore, for the analysis of
spacecraft images, a large number of
accurate and well distributed ground
control points are required. When
selecting control points on the
photograph, control points on the
corners of the photograph cannot be
identified as well as symmetric
points since corner points are always
shifted from the bright parts of the
photograph to the darker parts. If the
control points selected on the
photograph are symmetric, the shift
is unimportant since it will occur in
all directions equally. The same
situation occurs for digital images.
For photographs taken from space
sensors, a smaller number of control
points are required if photographs
are available of the same area taken
from different orbits. The calibration
of a single photograph requires a
higher number of exact control
points. Now, here’s a seemingly
outlandish statement: “Every map of
the Moon currently existing is
wrong.” Why? Because they were
derived from photographs taken
from Earth and from some spacecraft
with the local control networks used
to position features relative to other
features and to the longitude/latitude
lines on the maps [Davies, M.E. and
Colvin, T.R.; 1987]. The most
commonly used sources of positional
information for these maps were
Earth based telescopic photographs,

the photographs from Lunar Orbiter
IV and V, the Apollo 15, 16 and 17
mapping camera photographs, and
t he So vie t Zo nd 6 and 8
p h o t o g r a p h s . T h e u n e v e n
distribution of precise control points
resulted in the accuracy of the
network to vary widely with lunar
position [Williams, J.G. and Dickey,
J.O.; 2002]. In addit ion, the
coordinate system of these networks
was based on the lunar center of
figure, not on the lunar center of
mass. The problem arises due to the
fact that the positions of the
coordinate planes can be found only
by a long series of ground-based
measurements and until recently
could not be refined using satellite
photography [Gutschewski, G.L.,
Kinsler, D.C., and Whitaker, E.A.;
1971]. There are over ten different
catalogs containing more than four
thousand lunar site coordinates,
which should have been enough to
solve most of the selenodetic
problems. However, they’re not
because:

1. Different catalogs use
different selenodetic systems.

2. The number of common
points between the catalogs
is less than the number of
points required to join the
catalogs.

3. The values of random and
systematic errors are not well
defined. A comparat ive
analysis of the catalogs
indicates that the error
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evaluation was inaccurate in
that they do not include
substantial methodical errors
of regular character.

A. Apollo Landmark
Tracking
Measurements
Measurements of 31 small lunar
sites, Table 1, were obtained by
direct optical observations during
Apollo missions 8, 10, 11, 12,
14, and 15 [Wollenhaupt, W.R.
and Osburn, R.K.; 1971]. The
selenographic positions of these
sites were determined using
least-square techniques. The 31
lunar sites were optically
observed from the Apollo
command module using a 28-
power sextant having a 1.8° field
of view, and a 1-power scanning
telescope with a 60° field of
view. At least five sequential
measurements were made as the
spacecraft passed over the site.
Each set of measurements were
then processed using a least
squares technique to determine
the selenographic location of the
site. It was found that the near
side maria were depressed with
the deepest part of the depression
(smallest radius from the center
of mass of the Moon) residing in
Mare Smythii, with a radius of
1733.01 km. It was determined
that the radii determined by the
Apollo, Ranger, Surveyor, and
Lunar Orbiter observations were

at least 1 km less that the radii
determined from Earth-based
observations. The near side
radius values are on the average
lower than the far side values,
indicat ing a displacement
between the center of figure and
center of mass of the Moon. The
d a t a f r o m t h e A p o l l o
measurements represented the
f i r s t d i r e c t p o s i t i o n
measurements made of the far
side sites whose accuracy was
better than the suspected
magnitude of the displacement.
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Crater Identifica-
tion

Long. ° Lat. ° Radius (Km) Location

Lunar Near Side

Encke E (Apollo -40.11 +0.49 1736.27 Oceanus Procellarum

Lansberg A (Apollo
12)

-31.13 +0.14 1736.83 Oceanus Procellarum

193 (Apollo 12) -23.23 -3.50 1735.91 Oceanus Procellarum

FM-1 (Apollo 14) -17.33 -3.23 1736.80 Hills north of Fra Mauro

14-1 (Apollo 14) -15.60 -4.03 1737.05 Hills north of Fra Mauro

H-1 (Apollo 12) -15.24 -1.50 1736.09 Near IAU Crater 2922 (Turner)

Mosting A (Apollo
14)

-4.96 -3.35 1737.96

150’ (Apollo 10) -1.53 -0.01 1736.50 Sinus Medii

15-1 (Apollo 15) +3.68 +26.09 1735.61 Palus Putredinis

J-1 (Apollo 15) +10.58 +25.91 1734.59 Mare Serenitatis

DE-1 (Apollo 12) +15.51 -8.93 1737.74 Highlands near center of near side

Dolland E (Apollo
14)

+15.79 -10.20 1738.04 Highlands near center of near side

DE-2 (Apollo 14) +19.65 -9.49 1738.87 Highlands near center of near side

130” (Apollo 11) +23.66 +1.26 1735.34 Mare Tranquillitatis

130’ (Apollo 10) +23.67 +1.28 1735.40 Mare Tranquillitatis

Daguerre 66
(Apollo 14)

+33.15 -11.83 1734.81 Mare Nectaris

B-1 (Apollo 10) +2.57 +2.57 1736.59 Mare Tranquillitatis

CP-2 (Apollo 12) +56.11 -10.54 1736.39 Mare Fecunditatis

A-1 (Apollo 11) +65.06 +1.80 1735.49 Mare Spumans

Ansgarius N
(Apollo 14)

+81.27 -11.78 1738.44 Highlands south of Mare Smythii

F-1 (Apollo 10) +88.24 +1.89 1733.01 Mare Smythii

Lunar Far Side

CP-3 (Apollo 8) +96.89 -8.90 1735.37 In highlands southeast of IAU Crater
266

RP_5 (Apollo 14) +99.35 -10.85 1741.39 Highlands west of Pasteur

12-1 (Apollo 14) +112.31 -5.73 1738.23

RP-4 (Apollo 14) +120.59 -6.03 1740.27

P-2 (Apollo 10) +127.95 +0.59 1742.28 Approximately 1° northeast of IAU
Crater 282

RP-3 (Apollo 14) +131.91 -3.69 1740.85

RP-2 (Apollo 14) +141.31 -0.29 1742.18 South of Mendeleev

CP-2 (Apollo 8) +163.25 -9.71 1736.95 Within IAU Crater 302

CP-1 (Apollo 10) +170.13 +0.86 1739.07 Near IAU Crater 225

CP-1 (Apollo 8) +158.04 -6.30 1740.30 North-northwest of IAU Crater 313

LUNAR PHOTOGRAMMETRY SELENOLOGY TODAY # 4
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The estimated selenographic
positions of the sites were
processed in a small least-
squares computer program. Two
solutions were obtained for an
ellipsoid with the z-axis having a
fixed value of 1738 km, with the
first solution using all of the
sites, and the second solution
using 16 sites in an equatorial
band of 4° latitude. The solution
using all of the data indicated a 1
km difference between the x-
axis, along the Earth-Moon line,
and the y-axis, normal to the x-
axis in the lunar equatorial plane,
with the x-axis having the largest
v a lu e . B a s e d o n t h e s e
observations, it was determined
that the center of figure of the
Moon was 2.2 km behind and 0.1
km to the left of the center of
mass when viewing the Moon
from the Earth. The solution for
the equatorial only data indicated
that the Moon was a sphere in
the equatorial plane having a
radius of 1738.8 km, and that the
center of figure is 2.8 km behind
and 0.2 km to the left of the
center of mass. This represented
the first accurate, direct position
measurements made on small
lunar sites, especially for the far
side sites.

B. The Unified Lunar
Control Network
T h e L u n a r R a n g i n g
Retroreflector (LRRR) project
measured the round-trip light
time of a laser pulse that was
sent from the McDonald

Observatory in Texas to a
retroflector on the Moon {Figure
3 0 } , r e s u l t i n g i n t h e
determinat ion of accurate
c o o r d i n a t e s f o r t h e
retroreflectors. The axes of the
coordinate system were in a
system whose axes are the
Moon’s mean axis of rotation
and in the direction of the mean
Earth/polar axis.

Figure 30 Lunar Ranging
Retroreflector (ALSEP By
Hamish Lindsay).

There are only four points on the
Moon whose coordinates are
accurately known, the positions
of the lunar retroreflectors left on
the Moon by Apollo 11, 14, and
15, and Lunokhod 2 as follows:

Radius (Km) Site Longitude (°) Latitude (°)

1735.475 Apollo 11
LRRR

23°.47292 00°.67339

1736.339 Apollo 14
LRRR

-17°.47877 -03°.64423

1735.480 Apollo 15
LRRR

03°.62837 26°.13335

1734.641 Lunakhod
2

30°.92196 25°.83228
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Figure 31

Locations of the Lunar
Ranging Retroreflectors

[Williams & Dickey; 2002]

The error in the LRRR positions
is estimated to be approximately
5 m in each direction.

The retroreflectors were used as
the starting points for the ULCN
[Davies, M.E. and Colvin, T.R.;
1987]. The ULCN was created
as follows: first, Apollo lander
sites were then tied into the
retroreflector positions, and then
the Apollo network was tied to
the lander sites, then near-side
control based on Earth based
photographs were tied into the
Apollo network. The ULCN
currently covers the near-side
with some far-side points made

available from photographs from
the Mariner 10 spacecraft and the
Galileo spacecraft as they passed
the Moon.Observations were
made using Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (VBLI) of the
transmissions from the Apollo
Lunar Surface Experiment
Package (ALSEP) left at the sites
of Apollo 12, 14, 15, 16, and 17.
The data obtained from the VBLI
observations were tied to the
LRRR positions by fixing the
coordinates of the Apollo 15
ALSEP transmitter with the
coordinates of the Apollo 15
LRRR, with an estimated error
of approximately 1 m. The tie
between the Apollo 14 ALSEP
and LRRR has an error of
approximately 5 m. The weakest
link in the positions is in the tie
between the Apollo 12, 16, and
17 ALSEPs and the Apollo 14
and Apollo 15 points. These
errors are estimated to be
approximately 30 m or more in
the earthward direction, and
about 10 m in the normal to that
direction. The mapping camera
on the Apollo flights were set to
take photographs on successive
orbits of the spacecraft with a
78% end lap between successive
photographs and a 57% end lap
between alt ernate frames.
Therefore, each orbit generated a
s t r i p o f p h o t o g r a p h s .
Approximately 30 points were
identified and measured on each
photograph, and analyt ical
aerotriangulation was performed
on each orbital strip with the
initial camera positions being
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determined from the spacecraft’s
orbital ephemeris. Errors in
measurement were determined
by comparing the distance
between the coordinates at
common points on different
orbital strips of photographs. The
analyses were performed at the
Defense Mapping Agency,
Aerospace Center (DMAAC).
They decided that the basis for
the control network would be
Apollo 15 orbital revolution 44.
Revolution 44 would provide the
absolute positional reference for
the complete Apollo 15 solution.
A bundle block solution was
perfo r med on 12 orbit a l
revolutions that included 4,933
points on 630 photographs. A
block solution was performed on
408 Apollo 17 photographs
containing 3,945 points, with the
solution being readily tied to the
Apollo 15 network through 889
common points. Apollo 16
coverage crossed the Apollo 15
and 17 coverage resulting in a
much smaller overlapping area.
Apollo 16 revolution 47 was
selected to provide the positional
reference. The Apollo 16 block
solution used 246 photographs
and 2,465 points with 321 points
in common with Apollo 15, and
193 points in common with
Apo llo 17. The DMAAC
referred to this network as the
DMA/A15 network.

The Apollo Science Team also
developed an Apollo control

network known as NOS/USGS,
since the Apollo Team was
associated with the National
Ocean Survey and the U.S.
G e o l o g i c S u r v e y . T h e
differences between the DMA/
A15 and NOS/USGS networks
are:

1. DMA/A15 uses the orbital
constraints using the tracking
information to force a best fit
be t ween t r ack ing and
pho togrammet r y. NOS/
USGS did not using tracking
data and solely relied on
photogrammetry.

2. DMA/A15 used the Koziel
[Koziel, K., 1967] model for
lunar librations to transfer the
camera orientations from the
initial reference system into
the selenocentric coordinate
system. NOS/USGS used a
mo d e l d e v e lo p e d b y
Eckhardt [Eckhardt, D.H.,
1973].

3. DMA/A15 analyzed Apollo
15 first, and then fit Apollo
16 and 17 data into the
Apollo 15 results. NOS/
USGS used a simultaneous
adjustment of all three
Apollo missions.

4. DMA/A15 computer
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programs did not include a
covariance propogation
capability.

T he s ing le la r g e b lo c k
adjustment was performed using
51,138 measurements and 519
laser altimeter measurements and
solved for 23,436 parameters
containing the data for three
exposure stations (the location of
the cameras on Apollo 15, 16,
and 17 when the photographs
were taken), and the three
orientation angles for each of
1,244 photographs, and three
coordinates for each of the 5,324
lunar surface points. The
coordinates of point 22,051 were
fixed to provide a location origin
for the analytical solution. A
least squares best fit solution
involving translation only, no
rotation, was performed to obtain
the best fit of the flight strips to
Apollo 15 orbital revolution 44.
The standard deviations of the
horizontal position of the control
points were calculated resulting
in 70% being less than 30 m,
94% being less than 60 m, and
97% being less than 90 m. The
best fit was in a region
containing a large block of
Apollo 15 and 17 coverage with
t he s t a nd a r d d e v ia t io ns
increasing toward the eastern and
western areas of coverage.
Apollo 16 had the poorest
coverage everywhere with the
standard deviations increasing
after leaving the overlapping
Apollo 15 and 17 coverage. The
DMA/603 Apollo cont ro l

network was also calculated by
the DMAAC. DMA/603 was a
photogrammetric solution using
a s i n g l e l a r g e b l o c k
aerotriangulation with the stellar
data processed in accordance
with the LURE 2 libration model
produced from the LRRR data.

The primary weakness of all of
the Apollo control networks was
the network’s inability to
accurately define the origin of its
coordinate system with respect to
any surface point, mainly
because the spacecraft’s orbital
ephemerides weren’t as accurate
as desired. The DMAAC located
the lander sites for Apollo 15,
16, and 17 on the panoramic
photographs. The locations of the
Apollo 15 LRRR and the ALSEP
antennas for Apollo 15, 16, and
17 were transferred from the
panoramic photographs to the
corresponding mapping camera
photographs. The points on the
mapping camera photographs
were measured and their
coordinates were then calculated
by the DMA/A15 network.
These coordinates were then
transformed into the NOS/USGS
and DMA/603 networks. The
transformation was performed by
selecting a few nearby points
common to both systems and
then calculating the least square
best fit parameters using
translation, rotation, and scale.
Based on the resulting data the
D M A / 6 0 3 n e t w o r k w a s
determined to be the best
network, therefore the DMA/603
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network is the basis of the
Unified Lunar Control Network
(ULCN).

A more recent and complete
lunar control network, ULCN
1994, based on Earth based
telescopic observations was
published by D. L. Meyer
[Meyer, D.L.; 1980]. The
n e t w o r k i s b a s e d o n
measurements of points on 10
photographs taken by the 155-cm
astrometric reflector at the U.S.
Naval Observatory at Flagstaff,
AZ (USNO). Sixt y well-
dispersed control points were
selected to determine the
translation, rotation, and scale
parameters of the photographs.
Coordinates were calculated for
1,156 points. One hundred and
thirty of these points were
chosen that were in common
with the Meyer USNO network
and the Apollo mapping camera
vertical photographs. The 130
po int locat ions were (1)
measu r ed o n t he USNO
photographs, (2) their equivalent
Apollo DMA/A15 coordinates
were computed, (3) the DMA/
A 1 5 c o o r d i n a t e s w e r e
t r a n s f o r m e d t o t h e i r
c o r r e s p o nd ing D M A/ 6 0 3
c o o r d i n a t e s , ( 4 ) t h e
transformation parameters to
convert from the Meyer to the
m e a n E a r t h / p o l a r a x i s
coordinates were calculated, and
f i n a l l y , ( 5 ) t h e y w e r e
transformed to the mean Earth/
polar axis coordinates. These
parameter values were then used

to transform all 1,156 points to
the mean Earth/polar axis
coordinate system. In addition,
172 points were identified on 29
Mariner 10 photographs and an
analytical aerotriangulation was
performed. Ten additional points
were then added to the ULCN,
mainly in the North Pole area of
the Moon. Refer to Appendix A
for a listing of the ULCN 1994
control points and their image
space X, Y, and Z coordinates.
NOTE : Appendix A also
contains control points from the
following sources:

1. The Measure of the Moon
(Baldwin, R.; 1963) - 92 control points
designated MOM in Appendix A.

2. ACIC Technical Paper No.
15 (Meyer, D. and Ruffin, B.W.; 1965) -
3 control points designated ACIC in
Appendix A.

3. ACIC RM-698-1 (ACIC;
1966) - 249 control points designated
ACIC66 in Appendix A.

4. The Tucson Selenodetic
Triangulation”, Comm.,
L.P.L., Vol. 7, Part 5, No.
131

(Arthur, D.W.G. and Bates, P.;
1968) - 462 control points
designated TST in Appendix A.

Today, there are two generally
accepted lunar control networks,
the Unified Lunar Control
Network (ULCN) and the
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Clementine Lunar Control
Network (CLCN) [Archinal,
B.A., Rosiek, M.R., and
Redding, B.L.; 2005]. The
ULCN is important in that its
accuracy is well quantified and it
is readily available. The CLCN
is based on measurements on
43,871 Clementine 750 nm
photographs. The main purpose
of the CLCN network was to
determine the geometry for the
Clementine Basemap Mosaic
(CBM). Since only twenty two
points on the near side were tied
to ULCN positions, camera
angles were unconstrained, and
t he t ie po int s wer e a l l
constrained to reside on a mass-
centered sphere having a radius
of 1736.7 km. This resulted in
horizontal errors of 15 km or
more in the CBM.

A new version of the ULCN,
ULCN 2005 [Archinal, B.A.,
Rosiek, M.R., Kirk, R.L. and
Redding, B.L.; 2006], merges the
ULCN 1994 and the CLCN
networks, addressing the large
horizontal inaccuracies in the
CBM, and resulting in a new
ULCN. There are three major
changes involved in the merging:

1. The camera angles are
constrained to within
0°.03 of their Navigation
a n d A n c i l l a r y
Information Facil ity
(NAIF) values. Refer to

http://naif.jpl.nasa.gov/
naif/about.html for more
information about the
NAIF.

2. The positional
coordinates of all ULCN
points are fixed to their
ULCN values.

3. The radii of all tie points
are calculated for each
point instead of assuming
a spherical Moon.

ULCN 2005 contains 272,931
control points, assuming a spherical
moon with a radius of 1737.4 km,
and corrects the camera angles for
43,866 Clementine images. ULCN
2005 differs from the previous
ULCN in that ULCN 2005
calculates the radii of the control
points, avoiding distortions in the
horizontal positions. The radii can be
calculated due to the overlapping
Clementine images providing stereo
photographic data.

Refer to http://pubs.usgs.gov/
of/2006/1367/ for the ULCN 2005
data files.

8. Applications of
Lunar
Photogrammetry
As far as I am aware, no maps
similar to the LAC charts were ever
produced using the ULCN as control
for the maps. Therefore, coordinates
calculated herein will probably not
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match the coordinates on any of the
maps listed in the first section of this
paper. It would be very interesting, if
anyone has mapping software, to
produce small scale maps of selected
regions using the coordinates
calculated according to these
procedures. They could very well
become the most accurate maps
available for those regions.

A. Determining
Positions on a Single
Lunar Satellite Photo
Determining a position from a
single photograph entails the
following steps:

1. Select the photograph to
measure and indicate the
control points and sites to
be measured accurately
on the photograph.

2. Digitize the control
points and the sites to be
measured.

3. Transform the
coordinates from the
photograph (the image
space) to the ground (the
object space).

4. Calculate the longitudes
and latitudes of the
transformed control
points and measured
sites.

Figure 32 Selenocentric
Coordinate Geometry for
Calculating Longitude and
Latitude

F ig u r e { 32 } s ho w s t he
coordinate geometry involved in
this process.
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1. Selecting the Photograph to Measure

Select a photograph that contains the features whose coordinates you wish
to determine easily visible on the photograph, as well as at least four control
points also easily visible, preferably ULCN control points. Designate the
control points with a C prefix, such as C1, C2, etc. in the photograph Figure
{33}. Designate the point(s) whose coordinates you wish to determine with
an M or P prefix (for example), such as P1, P2, etc. in the photograph. In
this example the control points are designated by a “C” prefix, DN, DS, DE
& DW are Dome north, south, east & west, and the numbered points are
designated “P” in the test example below.

Figure 33

Marked Up Rumker Photograph

– Lunar Orbiter IV-163-H2

The selection of the points on the photograph that are to be measured in
the digitization process is VERY critical. The LAC charts have
benchmarks indicated for some of the craters that were used in compiling
the ACIC and ACIC66 catalogs, Figure {34}. The benchmark positions
are indicated with either the triangle with the centered dot or the circle
with the embedded +. It is crucial to indicate these exact positions on the
photograph for digitization and to use the ULCN positions for these
points, NOT the LAC chart coordinates. Any deviation from the indicated
benchmark position will greatly affect the accuracy of the results.
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Figure 34

LAC 23 – Rumker

Next calculate the X, Y, and Z object space coordinates as follows:

X = R * Cos() * Cos()

Y = R * Cos() * Sin()

Z = R * Sin()

Or, refer to the X, Y, and Z object space coordinates in Appendix A for
the control points selected.

2. Digitize the Photograph

The next step is to digitize the photograph as follows:

1. Launch WOLFPACK.

2. Select PROGRAMS then PHOTOGRAMMETRY then
DIGITIZE.

3. Select photo then OPEN.
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4. Create or select a filename then SAVE.

5. Select CURSOR type if desired.

6. Place cursor over 1st control point then left click. The system will
show the initial X and Y values and the initial Sx and Sy values
(which will be 0). Move the cursor off of the control point, then
place it over the control point again and left click again. The
system will show the current X and Y values and the calculated Sx

and Sy values. Move the cursor off of the control point again, then
place it over the control point a third time, and left click again.
This will give you three (3) measurements of the X and Y values
and Sx and Sy values. You may make more measurements if you
wish. Enter the name of the control point then click SAVE
POINT. NOTE: The coordinates (X = 0, Y = 0) are at the top left
corner of the photograph being digitized.

7. Continue Step 6 with the rest of the control points.

8. Then do the same for the points to be measured.

9. When finished with the points to be measured, CLOSE.

10. Exit WOLFPACK.

The result of the digitization process is a .PTS file, (See Example 1),
containing the Id, the X, and Y image space coordinates for the control
points, their goodness of fit Sx, and Sy values, and the number of
repetitions performed for each point in the digitization to determine the
coordinates.

Example 1: WOLFPACK .PTS Output File for the Rumker Test

Points file - Photo C:\Documents and Settings\Owner\My Documents\Our
Documents\Astronomy\Lunar Maps & Catalogs\Selenodetics\Lunar Photogrammetry
Paper\test.BMP
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Id x y sx sy Reps

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

C1 106.000 1420.000 0.000 0.000 3

C2 442.000 1162.000 0.000 0.000 3

C3 984.000 641.000 0.000 0.000 3

C4 1161.000 436.667 0.000 0.577 3

C5 216.000 516.000 0.000 0.000 3

C6 279.000 33.667 0.000 0.577 3

DN 268.000 773.000 0.000 0.000 3

DS 257.000 1075.000 0.000 0.000 3

DE 384.000 917.000 0.000 0.000 3

DW 65.000 932.000 0.000 0.000 3

P1 134.000 825.667 0.000 0.577 3

P2 186.000 838.667 0.000 0.577 3

P3 221.000 856.000 0.000 0.000 3

P4 263.000 857.667 0.000 0.577 3

P5 331.000 840.000 0.000 0.000 3

P6 74.000 874.000 0.000 0.577 3

P7 110.000 878.000 0.000 0.000 3

P8 181.000 890.000 0.000 0.000 3

P9 228.000 896.000 0.000 0.000 3

P10 106.000 960.333 0.000 0.577 3

P11 148.000 920.000 0.000 0.577 3

P12 200.00 940.000 0.000 0.000 3

P13 318.000 947.000 0.000 0.000 3

P14 239.000 985.000 0.000 0.000 3

P15 322.000 1000.000 0.000 0.000 3

P16 191.000 1020.000 0.000 0.000 3

P17 225.000 1023.000 0.000 0.000 3
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3. Transform the Image Space Coordinates to Object Space
(Ground) Coordinates.

The next step is to transform (project) the image space coordinates
determined in the digitization process into object space (ground)
coordinates as follows:

1. Select the .PTS file just created from the digitization process, and then
OPEN it for modification.

2. Type in a title as the 1st line in the file.

3. Type in the number of control points as the 2nd line of the file.

4. Type in the X and Y image space coordinates calculated in Step 1 (or
from Appendix A) for each control point.

5. Add the .PTS measured points after them. Refer to the HELP system
in ADJUST for an example of the input file for the 2-D
PROJECTIVE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION. See
Example 2.

6. Launch ADJUST.

7. Select PROGRAMS then COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
then 2-D PROJECTIVE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION.

8. Check the STATISTICS and PRINT MATRICES boxes then click on
OK.

9. Select “Any Files (*.*) in Files of Type.

10. Select the folder and file name of .PTS file to be processed (the one
just modified) then click OPEN.

11. The results of the calculations will be displayed. See Example 3.

12. PRINT results.
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Example 2: ADJUST Input File for the Rumker Test:

Rumker Test (2-D Projective)

6

C1 665.4667825 -1200.63022684

C2 727.85658556 -1138.00640417

C3 820.1406322 -1018.06046225

C4 853.19995931 -966.9555182

C5 670.00530321 -1056.55806948

C6 668.91388719 -974.07082384

C1 1.22000000000000E+0002 1.41900000000000E+0003 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

C2 4.55000000000000E+0002 1.16233333333333E+0003 0.00000000000000E+0000
5.77350269418470E-0001 3

C3 9.94000000000000E+0002 6.39000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

C4 1.17966666666667E+0003 4.34000000000000E+0002 5.77350268957303E-0001
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

C5 2.29000000000000E+0002 5.15000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

C6 2.87000000000000E+0002 3.20000000000000E+0001 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

DN 2.81000000000000E+0002 7.79000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

DS 2.71000000000000E+0002 1.08000000000000E+0003 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

DE 3.92000000000000E+0002 9.17000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

DW 7.80000000000000E+0001 9.17666666666667E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
5.77350269279942E-0001 3

DC 2.74000000000000E+0002 9.05666666666667E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
5.77350269278761E-0001 3

P1 1.43666666666667E+0002 8.13000000000000E+0002 5.77350269193161E-0001
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0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P2 2.00000000000000E+0002 8.39000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P3 2.32000000000000E+0002 8.63333333333333E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
5.77350269104593E-0001 3

P4 2.72000000000000E+0002 8.54000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P5 3.41000000000000E+0002 8.35000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P6 8.40000000000000E+0001 8.66000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P7 1.19000000000000E+0002 8.72000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P8 1.79000000000000E+0002 8.83333333333333E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
5.77350269102624E-0001 3

P9 2.36000000000000E+0002 8.94000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P10 1.16000000000000E+0002 9.54666666666667E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
5.77350269283585E-0001 3

P11 1.58000000000000E+0002 9.22000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P12 2.13000000000000E+0002 9.37666666666667E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
5.77350269281912E-0001 3

P13 3.31000000000000E+0002 9.45000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P14 2.50000000000000E+0002 9.69000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P15 3.34000000000000E+0002 9.98000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P16 1.94000000000000E+0002 1.02000000000000E+0003 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P17 2.36000000000000E+0002 1.02200000000000E+0003 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P18 1.83000000000000E+0002 1.10066666666667E+0003 0.00000000000000E+0000
5.77350268972859E-0001 3

P19 4.98000000000000E+0002 9.03000000000000E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.00000000000000E+0000 3

P20 3.19000000000000E+0002 7.20333333333333E+0002 0.00000000000000E+0000
5.77350269118672E-0001 3
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Example 3: ADJUST Output File for the Rumker Test:

Two Dimensional Projective Coordinate Transformation of File > Rumker Height Test (2-D
Projective).pts

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rumker Test (2-D Projective)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

a1x + b1y + c1

--------------- = X + VX

a3x + b3y + 1

a2x + b2y + c2

--------------- = Y + VY

a3x + b3y + 1

Transformation Parameters, estimated errors, and t-values:

a1 = 0.20357 ±0.04505 t-value: 4.52

b1 = 0.05278 ±0.03044 t-value: 1.73

c1 = 611.241 ±4.58513 t-value: 133.31

a2 = 0.07649 ±0.04320 t-value: 1.77

b2 = -0.20910 ±0.05314 t-value: 3.93

c2 = -991.919 ±2.42982 t-value: 408.23

a3 = 0.00000 ±0.00005 t-value: 0.09

b3 = 0.00005 ±0.00004 t-value: 1.05

Adjustment's Reference Variance = 5.0027

Number of Iteration = 2

Transformed Control Points

POINT X Y VX VY

----------------------------------------------------------

C1 667.579 -1,201.229 2.112 -0.599

C2 725.551 -1,137.958 -2.306 0.048
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C3 820.220 -1,015.943 0.080 2.118

C4 853.418 -968.741 0.218 -1.785

C5 668.769 -1,056.389 -1.237 0.169

C6 669.610 -974.119 0.696 -0.049

Transformed Points

POINT X Y ±Sx ±Sy

----------------------------------------------------------

DN 684.546 -1,093.365 1.146 2.051

DS 688.841 -1,139.821 1.283 1.473

DE 708.778 -1,105.845 1.258 1.397

DW 648.305 -1,130.332 1.756 3.049

DC 685.829 -1,113.280 1.171 1.892

P1 658.673 -1,109.293 1.427 2.754

P2 670.139 -1,108.876 1.234 2.395

P3 676.841 -1,110.098 1.183 2.185

P4 684.370 -1,105.561 1.155 1.996

P5 697.306 -1,097.285 1.191 1.722

P6 648.306 -1,122.027 1.734 3.080

P7 655.203 -1,120.214 1.536 2.840

P8 667.037 -1,117.268 1.297 2.450

P9 678.261 -1,114.458 1.188 2.109

P10 656.447 -1,132.973 1.552 2.720

P11 663.823 -1,124.770 1.373 2.510

P12 674.752 -1,122.873 1.237 2.148

P13 697.604 -1,114.831 1.208 1.551

P14 682.526 -1,124.744 1.211 1.872

P15 699.246 -1,122.620 1.238 1.414

P16 672.845 -1,136.770 1.319 2.063

P17 680.943 -1,133.820 1.257 1.813

P18 672.446 -1,149.704 1.401 1.912

P19 728.901 -1,095.489 1.372 1.209

P20 690.697 -1,081.349 1.179 1.928

Matrices are listed in the file C:\Documents and Settings\Owner\My Documents\Our
Documents\Astronomy\Lunar Maps & Catalogs\Selenodetics\Wolfpack PTS Files\2-D
Projective\Rumker Height Test (2-D Projective).MAT
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4. Calculate the Longitudes and Latitudes.

The next step is to calculate the longitude and latitude of the points. It is
best to calculate the longitude and latitude of the transformed control points
as well as the transformed measured points to provide a check on the
goodness of fit of the transformation. However, in order to calculate the
latitude, you must know the Z coordinate that originates in the X-Y plane at
the Moon’s center and extending perpendicularly to the surface feature
being measured (line “Z” in Figure {32}). This is a problem since we are
only using a single photograph, not a stereopair. However, assuming a
spherical Moon allows the normal at the surface feature projected
downward toward the Moon’s center to intersect the Moon’s polar axis at
the center of the Moon, and this line is, therefore, equal to the Moon’s
radius (line “Radius (R)” in Figure {32}). Coordinate Z can now be
calculated as shown below Then the line, “RHO” in Figure {32}, from the
center of the Moon to the origination of the Z coordinate in the X-Y plane
at the Moon’s center can be calculated as shown below.

Calculate the longitude and latitude of the points as follows:

1. For these calculations the radius of the Moon is set to 1738 km which is
the accepted value for the mass radius of the Moon.

___________ __________

2. Since Radius (R) = √X2 + Y2 + Z2 then Z = √R2 - X2 - Y2 where the X
and Y values are the transformed X and Y values given in the output
from the ADJUST program.

_______

3. Calculate RHO = √X2 + Y2

4. = Tan-1 (Y / X)

5. = Tan-1 (Z / RHO)

The final step in the process is to determine which quadrant the longitude
and latitude is in so that you can assign the correct algebraic signs to the
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longitude and latitude just calculated. The quadrants are set up as follows:

Near Side

Quadrant X Y Z Longitude Latitude

1 + + + + +

2 - + + - +

3 - - - - -

4 + - - + -

Far Side

Quadrant X Y Z Longitude Latitude

5 - + + + +

6 - - + - +

7 - - - - -

8 - + - + -

B. Determining Distance on a Single Lunar Satellite
Photo
Once the longitudes and latitudes of two sites are determined, it is a simple
process to calculate the distance between the two sites, again assuming a
spherical Moon. There are two ways to accomplish this. Figure {35} shows the
points on the Rumker photograph used in the distance test. Table 2 shows the
Point #, X and Y coordinates, and longitude and latitude of each point in the
distance test.
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Figure 35

Marked Up Rumker Photograph for Distance Test

– Lunar Orbiter IV-163-H2
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Table 2 – Distance Test Coordinates

Distance Test

P X Y Longitude Latitude

1 636.0 1433.0 -56.430 36.536

2 624.0 1432.0 -56.525 36.570

3 700.0 1366.0 -55.723 36.871

4 689.0 1366.0 -55.813 36.897

5 510.0 1345.0 -57.228 37.444

6 486.0 1345.0 -57.426 37.493

7 473.0 1162.0 -57.045 38.827

8 438.0 1162.0 -57.342 38.897

9 150.0 1423.0 -60.401 37.511

10 99.0 1421.0 -60.820 37.598

11 239.0 959.0 -58.526 40.697

12 171.0 943.0 -59.087 40.922

13 458.0 897.0 -56.421 40.714

14 368.0 800.0 -56.937 41.567

15 413.0 641.0 -56.049 42.566

16 237.0 517.0 -57.305 43.758

17 761.0 767.0 -53.335 40.886

18 851.0 639.0 -52.084 41.498

19 576.0 237.0 -53.127 44.895

20 680.0 100.0 -51.581 45.513

21 1064.0 172.0 -48.246 43.863

22 1141.0 1485.0 -52.549 34.801
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The first way is to determine the X and Y pixel coordinates of the first site (X1,
Y1), then determine the X and Y pixel coordinates of the second site (X2, Y2)
during the digitization process. Select a feature on the photograph whose
diameter in kilometers is known (a crater is preferable).

Determine the X and Y coordinates of two points diametrically opposite on the
crater (same Y value for both points). Divide the crater diameter in kilometers by
the X distance between the two points across the crater.

This gives the number of kilometers for each X value, a scale multiplier. The
distance is then

_________________

Distance = √(X2 – X1)2 + (Y2 – Y1)2 * Scale Multiplier

This is only accurate over very short distances due to the curvature of the surface
of the Moon. As the distance between the two sites increase, the above formula
will calculate the chord distance between the sites and not the surface distance
between the sites.

The error between the chord and surface distances increases with increasing
distance between the sites. Refer to Table 3 for the magnitude of the difference in
distance between the two methods.
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Table 3 – Distance Difference Between the Two Methods

Distance Results Distance Results Distance Results Distance Results

Points SQR(X2 + Y2) (Km) Cos(c) (Km) Cos(c) - SQR(X2 + Y2)

1 - 2 2.40831892 2.53425253 0.12593361

3 - 4 2.2 2.32169402 0.12169402

5 - 6 4.8 4.99331696 0.19331696

7 - 8 7.0 7.32936836 0.32936836

9 - 10 10.20784012 10.41591099 0.20807087

11 - 12 13.97139936 14.57666281 0.68526345

13 - 14 26.4643156 28.43313997 1.96882437

13 - 15 51.98499784 56.80748164 4.8224838

13 - 16 87.91837123 94.44468477 6.52631354

13 – 17 65.94209581 71.05051905 5.10842324

13 - 18 94.02403948 101.92847142 7.90443194

13 – 19 134.09310199 146.45720918 12.36410719

13 - 20 165.46818425 180.69381448 15.22563023

13 - 21 188.98264471 206.69189667 17.70925196

16 - 22 264.89545107 293.61943963 28.72398856

19 – 22 273.98751796 306.48297753 32.49545957

20 - 22 291.94150099 325.7028621 33.76136111
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For larger distances, a better way to calculate the distance is by using the Law of
Cosines for Sides for an oblique spherical triangle with one of the vertices set to
the North Pole (or South Pole if you wish, being careful with the signs of the
angles involved):

Cos (c) = Cos (a) Cos (b) + Sin (a) Sin (b) Cos (C)

Where side c is the distance between the sites, side a and side b are the
colatitudes of the two sites (90° - latitude), and the included angle C with it’s vertex
at the North Pole is the absolute value of the difference in longitudes (Lo2 – Lo1).

The equation is then

Cos (Distance) = Cos (90° - latitude Site 1) Cos (90° - latitude Site 2) + Sin (90° -
latitude Site 1) Sin (90° - latitude Site 2) Cos (Lo2 – Lo1)

And the distance between the sites is Cos-1 (Cos (Distance)).

The distance between the two sites is given in degrees. Multiplying the distance
in degrees by 30.33382219 will result in the distance in kilometers, and then
multiply the distance in kilometers by 1000 to derive the distance in meters. Refer
to any good book containing spherical trigonometry for detailed instructions for
working with spherical triangles. The above calculations should be performed on
a computer utilizing double precision variables for best accuracy.

SELENOLOGY TODAY # 4
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9. The Tests and Their Results

The following sites were selected for testing of the photogrammetric procedure, refer
to Table 4 below and Figure {36}:

Table 4 – Selected Sit

Site Section of Moon Lunar Orbiter Photograph

Cleomedes Quadrant I IV-191-H3

Colombo Equator (East) IV-060-H2

Euler Quadrant II IV-133-H3

Flammarion Center Quadrant I IV-108-H3

Flamsteed Quadrant III IV-143-H3

Hadley Quadrant I IV-102-H3

Hevelius Equator (West) IV-162-H1

Mosting Center Quadrant II IV-109-H1

Petavius Quadrant IV IV-184-H2

Reaumur Center Quadrant I IV-101-H3

Rumker Quadrant II IV-163-H2

Triesnecker Center Quadrant I IV-102-H1

Vieta Quadrant III IV-161-H1

Weinek Quadrant IV IV-072-H1

Mendeleev Far Side Crater I-155-M

LUNAR PHOTOGRAMMETRY SELENOLOGY TODAY # 4
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Figure 36 Location of the Near Side Sites Tested

Each photograph was digitized and processed in accordance with the steps listed
above.

The calculations for the longitude and latitude of the points were calculated using the
equations for the Selenocentric Coordinate System (columns Calc. Long. and the
Calc. Lat.) and compared with the ULCN published longitudes and latitudes
(columns Obs. Long. and Obs. Lat.) with the difference listed in columns Long. O-
C and Lat. O-C.

The results for the various sites are listed in Table 5 shown in the next page.
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Name Obs.
Long.

Obs.
Lat.

Radius Sourc
e

Calc
Long.

Calc
Lat.

Long.
O-C

Lat. O-C

Near Side Tests
Cleomedes: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-191-H3

Cleomedes
S

+58.941 +29.460 1737.793 ULCN +60.616 +31.032 -1.675 -1.572

Cleomedes
B

+55.874 +27.151 1735.339 ULCN +55.838 +27.474 +0.036 -0.323

Cleomedes
FA

+57.634 +22.435 1733.955 ULCN +57.275 +23.779 +0.359 -1.344

Cleomedes
N

+52.550 +24.722 1735.126 ULCN +52.467 +25.056 +0.083 -0.334

Cleomedes
DG

+63.747 +30.731 1735.719 ULCN +63.994 +30.136 -0.247 +0.595

Eimmart G +64.835 +25.526 1736.517 ULCN +64.709 +26.082 +0.126 -0.556

Yerkes E +50.683 +15.881 1734.470 ULCN +50.813 +15.902 -0.130 -0.021

Greaves 1 +52.375 +13.769 1734.084 ULCN +52.489 +13.876 -0.114 -0.107

Fahrenheit +61.559 +13.340 1733.730 ULCN +61.614 +14.061 -0.055 -0.721

Picard 1 +59.075 +10.790 1734.262 ULCN +59.068 +10.804 -0.007 -0.014

Colombo: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-060-H2
McLure 1 +53.354 -15.294 1736.770 ULCN +53.357 -15.442 -0.003 -0.148

Goclenius
UA

+51.385 -08.827 1735.389 ULCN +51.330 -08.952 +0.055 -0.125

Cook G +48.636 -18.938 1737.312 ULCN +48.707 -18.606 -0.071 +0.332

Colombo K +46.484 -15.828 1734.733 ULCN +46.400 -15.943 +0.084 -0.115

McLure B +49.335 -15.469 1737.623 ULCN +49.349 -15.989 -0.014 -0.520

Bellot B +47.719 -13.550 1737.191 ULCN +47.690 -14.121 +0.029 -0.571

Bellot +48.222 -12.479 1736.514 ULCN +48.192 -13.115 +0.030 -0.636

Goclenius 1 +47.877 -10.507 1736.473 ULCN +47.898 -10.938 -0.021 -0.431

Goclenius E +46.148 -08.669 1738.000 ULCN +46.215 -08.163 -0.067 +0.506

Euler: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-133-H3
Brayley D -32.878 +20.023 1736.371 ULCN -32.819 +19.858 +0.059 -0.165

Euler L -28.969 +21.391 1736.327 ULCN -29.004 +21.653 -0.035 -0.262

Euler H -28.580 +25.320 1735.995 ULCN -28.637 +25.877 -0.057 -0.557

Diophantus
B

-32.542 +29.073 1735.542 ULCN -32.543 +29.187 -0.001 -0.114

La Hire A -23.464 +28.520 1735.548 ULCN -23.432 +28.447 +0.032 +0.073

Euler -29.180 +23.310 1736.020 TST -29.205 +23.839 -0.025 -0.529

Flammarion: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-108-H3
Bruce 1 -00.980 +02.199 1737.240 ULCN -01.002 +01.462 -0.022 +0.737

Pallas D -02.642 +02.358 1737.237 ULCN -02.653 +02.811 -0.011 -0.453

Schroter L -07.437 +01.758 1737.680 ULCN ----- ----- ----- -----

Flammarion
A

-02.511 -01.951 1736.787 ULCN -02.489 -05.031 +0.022 -3.080

Oppolzer A -00.352 -00.487 1737.140 ULCN -00.358 -03.013 -0.006 -2.526

Mosting B -07.405 -02.735 1736.663 ULCN -07.402 -04.222 +0.003 -1.487

Ptolemaeus
D

-02.570 -08.230 1738.020 TST -02.610 -07.241 -0.040 +0.989

Lalande C -06.920 -05.600 1737.803 ULCN -06.927 -05.747 -0.007 -0.147

Reamur X -00.661 -02.912 1736.849 ULCN -00.650 -04.597 +0.011 -1.385

Mosting L -03.420 -00.660 1738.780 TST -03.442 -04.649 -0.022 -3.989
Herschel C -03.200 -05.007 1738.879 ULCN -03.211 -06.287 -0.011 -1.280

Ptolemaeus
K

-04.660 -08.190 1740.620 TST -04.701 -07.274 -0.041 +0.916

Mosting A -05.211 -03.212 1737.527 ULCN -05.230 -05.513 -0.019 -2.301

Flamsteed: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-143-H3
Letronne F -46.100 -09.230 1736.213 ULCN -46.107 -09.334 -0.008 -0.106
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Flamsteed A -42.990 -07.870 1735.198 ULCN -42.981 -08.579 +0.013 -0.712

Flamsteed
C

-46.220 -05.490 1737.190 ACIC6
6

-46.243 -06.240 -0.023 -0.750

Flamsteed F -41.120 -04.730 1736.944 ULCN -41.124 -05.241 -0.004 -0.510

Flamsteed
D

-44.930 -03.190 1735.362 ULCN -44.912 -03.943 +0.022 -0.755

Flamsteed E -46.000 -03.680 1736.714 ACIC6
6

-45.962 -04.356 +0.038 -0.676

Flamsteed -44.290 -04.470 1736.050 TST -44.293 -05.573 -0.003 -1.103
Flamsteed B -43.700 -05.910 1737.585 ACIC6

6
-43.792 -07.056 -0.092 -1.146

Flamsteed
CD

-45.950 -06.900 1735.371 ULCN -45.890 -07.597 +0.060 -0.699

Hadley: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-102-H3
Aratus +04.507 +23.576 1737.928 ULCN +04.450 +23.817 +0.057 -0.241

Joy +06.568 +25.011 1736.938 ULCN +06.544 +25.200 +0.024 -0.189
Sulp Gallus

G
+06.311 +19.788 1736.638 ULCN +06.259 +19.856 +0.052 -0.068

Conon W +03.079 +18.720 1737.019 ULCN +03.126 +18.452 -0.047 +0.268
Santos-
Dumont

+04.760 +27.750 1739.880 TST +04.628 +27.438 +0.132 +0.312

Hadley C +02.810 +25.460 1738.249 ACIC6
6

+02.802 +25.375 +0.008 +0.085

Aratus B +05.440 +24.170 1739.147 ACIC6
6

+05.745 +24.387 -0.305 -0.217

Aratus D +08.613 +24.379 1734.814 ULCN +08.634 +24.524 -0.021 -0.145
Conon A +04.400 +19.670 1738.829 ACIC6

6
+04.398 +19.773 +0.002 -0.103

Conon +01.980 +21.660 1739.540 TST +02.001 +21.570 -0.021 +0.090
Galen +04.970 +21.930 1741.250 +04.938 +22.208 +0.032 -0.278

Hevelius: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-162-H1
Grimaldi E -64.400 -03.660 1737.578 ULCN -64.451 -04.189 -0.051 -0.529
Grimaldi C -61.644 -02.641 1734.938 ULCN -61.661 -03.340 -0.017 -0.699

Lohrmann A -62.754 -00.733 1735.352 ULCN -62.657 -04.510 +0.097 -3.777

Lohrmann
BA

-69.325 -01.336 1737.208 ULCN -69.306 -01.447 +0.019 -0.141

Hevelius D -60.947 +03.043 1734.828 ULCN -60.979 +04.301 -0.032 -1.258
Hevelius A -68.307 +02.850 1734.514 ULCN -68.321 +04.656 -0.014 -1.806

Mosting: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-109-H1
Mosting C -08.112 -01.806 1737.047 ULCN ----- ----- ----- -----

Flammarion
C

-03.730 -01.980 1740.212 ACIC6
6

----- ----- ----- -----

Flammarion
A

-02.511 -01.951 1736.787 ULCN ----- ----- ----- -----

Schroter L -07.437 +01.758 1737.680 ULCN -07.461 +04.585 -0.024 -2.827
Schroter 1 -04.869 +03.750 1737.723 ULCN -04.871 +05.805 -0.002 -2.055
Schroter J -06.130 +08.490 1738.088 ULCN -06.159 +07.967 -0.029 +0.523

Bode G -03.579 +06.342 1737.539 ULCN -03.529 +06.675 +0.050 -0.333
Pallas D -02.642 +02.358 1737.237 ULCN -02.644 +03.989 -0.002 -1.631
Bruce 1 -00.980 +02.199 1737.240 ULCN -01.016 +01.324 -0.036 -0.875
Pallas H -01.560 +04.660 1740.629 ACIC6

6
-01.551 +04.574 -0.009 +0.086

Mosting L -03.420 -00.660 1738.780 TST -03.437 -01.750 -0.017 -1.090
Pallas A -02.330 +05.990 1740.364 ACIC6

6
-02.368 +05.940 -0.038 +0.050

Schroter U -06.640 +04.090 1739.266 ACIC6
6

-06.722 +06.028 -0.082 -1.938

Petavius: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-184-H2
Petavius C +60.041 -27.712 1737.191 ULCN +60.037 -27.702 +0.004 +0.010

Hase A +62.952 -28.983 1735.572 ULCN +62.973 -29.218 -0.021 -0.235
Adams B +65.769 -31.515 1737.820 ULCN +65.751 -31.509 +0.018 +0.006

Legendre N +70.477 -27.466 1738.147 ULCN +70.489 -27.429 -0.012 +0.037
Phillips F +68.899 -25.129 1738.154 ULCN +68.887 -25.134 +0.012 -0.005

Reaumur: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-101-H3
Oppolzer A -00.352 -00.487 1737.140 ULCN -00.347 -01.218 +0.005 -0.731
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Reamur X -00.661 -02.912 1736.849 ULCN -00.664 -04.705 -0.003 -1.793
Ammonius -00.840 -08.526 1737.267 ULCN -00.853 -08.550 -0.013 -0.024
Albategnius
M

+04.170 -08.880 1741.451 ACIC6
6

+04.169 -08.377 -0.001 -0.503

Hipparchus
N

+04.976 -04.847 1736.379 ULCN +04.982 -05.219 -0.006 -0.372

Horrocks U +04.728 -03.213 1738.076 ULCN +04.720 -03.750 -0.008 -0.537
Ptolemaeus
Y

+00.702 -09.370 1737.735 ULCN +00.717 -09.175 -0.015 -0.195

Reaumur D +02.758 -00.227 1736.741 ULCN ----- ----- ----- -----
Hipparchus
F

+02.456 -04.189 1738.432 ULCN +02.471 -05.862 -0.015 -1.673

Reaumur Y +00.550 -01.260 1739.000 TST +00.539 -03.189 +0.011 -1.929
Reaumur B +00.830 -04.220 1740.628 ACIC6

6
+00.825 -06.070 +0.005 -1.850

Seeliger A +03.060 -01.850 1739.452 ACIC6
6

+03.042 -03.429 +0.018 -1.579

Gylden C +01.010 -05.870 1740.719 ACIC6
6

+00.963 -07.215 +0.047 -1.345

Hipparchus
J

+03.210 -07.550 1740.160 TST +03.191 -07.934 +0.019 -0.384

Rumker: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-163-H2
Naumann B -60.689 +37.489 1734.519 ULCN -60.620 +37.563 +0.069 -0.074
Rumker E -57.103 +38.654 1734.647 ULCN -57.195 +38.858 -0.092 -0.204
Mairan G -50.883 +40.867 1734.259 ULCN -50.796 +41.061 -0.087 -0.194
Mairan T -48.327 +41.788 1735.363 ULCN -48.375 +41.819 -0.048 -0.031
Rumker L -57.324 +43.596 1733.989 ULCN -57.370 +43.765 -0.046 -0.169
Louiville K -55.237 +46.808 1734.209 ULCN -55.209 +46.906 -0.028 -0.098

Triesnecker: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-102-H1
Triesnecker +03.630 +04.200 1737.28 TST +03.624 +05.302 +0.006 -1.102
Triesnecker
J

+02.434 +03.258 1737.078 ULCN +02.416 +04.986 +0.018 -1.728

Chladni +01.097 +03.989 1737.595 ULCN +01.096 +04.903 +0.001 -0.914
Pallas N +00.510 +07.030 1739.875 ACIC6

6
+00.536 +05.652 -0.026 +1.378

Hyginus A +05.680 +06.340 1738.740 TST +05.681 +05.345 -0.001 +0.995
Triesnecker
D

+05.928 +03.477 1737.857 ULCN +05.931 +04.182 -0.003 -0.705

Oppolzer A -00.352 -00.487 1737.140 ULCN -00.337 -01.375 +0.015 -0.888
Seeliger +02.977 -02.218 1737.681 ULCN +02.967 -02.745 +0.010 -0.527
Horrocks U +04.728 -03.213 1738.076 ULCN +04.730 -01.176 -0.002 +2.037
Bruce 1 -00.980 +02.199 1737.240 ULCN -00.994 +02.414 -0.014 -0.215
Rhaeticus A +05.164 +01.722 1737.504 ULCN +05.184 +03.924 -0.020 -2.202
Triesnecker
F

+04.820 +04.130 1739.272 ACIC6
6

+04.786 +04.998 +0.034 -0.868

Triesnecker
E

+02.510 +05.560 1739.000 ACIC6
6

+02.517 +05.724 -0.007 -0.164

Ukert K +03.770 +06.480 1739.588 ACIC6
6

+03.77 +05.964 +0.000 +0.516

Seeliger S +02.110 -02.120 1740.386 ACIC6
6

+02.148 -02.686 -0.038 -0.566

Vieta: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-161-H1
Vieta C -58.517 -28.670 1738.269 ULCN -58.479 -29.186 +0.038 -0.516
Vieta L -60.418 -29.497 1739.498 ULCN -59.417 -27.778 +1.001 +1.719
Paul Henry
P

-58.882 -25.708 1740.405 ULCN -59.382 -27.296 -0.500 -1.588

Byrgius A -63.783 -24.540 1738.455 ULCN -63.825 -24.690 -0.042 -0.150
De Vico K -58.358 -20.080 1736.678 ULCN -58.334 -20.161 +0.024 -0.101

Weinek: Lunar Orbiter Photograph IV-072-H1
Neander A +39.632 -30.939 1737.107 ULCN +39.600 -30.842 +0.032 +0.097
Neander V +38.059 -31.059 1740.401 ULCN +38.097 -31.162 -0.038 -0.103
Reichen-
bach K

+42.396 -28.885 1737.966 ULCN +42.386 -28.822 +0.001 +0.063

Piccolomini
P

+35.901 -30.495 1738.434 ULCN +35.866 -30.364 +0.035 +0.537

Weinek D +36.529 -26.009 1737.508 ULCN +36.581 -26.165 -0.052 -0.156
Santbech B +41.561 -24.722 1738.230 ULCN +41.608 -24.782 -0.047 -0.060
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Fracastorius
2

+38.065 -22.969 1739.063 ULCN +37.962 -22.913 +0.103 +0.056

Fracastorius
W

+35.660 -22.640 1739.200 TST +35.703 -22.421 -0.043 +0.219

Weinek H +38.490 -28.590 1739.150 TST +38.614 -28.754 -0.124 -0.164

Weinek B +38.250 -26.910 1737.078 MOM +38.264 -27.138 -0.014 -0.228

Weinek F +38.160 -25.080 1738.040 ----- +38.249 -25.296 -0.089 -0.216

Far Side Test

Mendeleev: Lunar Orbiter Photograph I-115-M

Mendeleev 4 138.132 +07.324 1736.053 ULCN 139.264 +08.903 -1.132 -1.579

Mendeleev 2 142.041 +04.262 1736.295 ULCN 142.912 +07.064 -0.871 -2.802

Mendeleev 1 147.053 +07.450 1740.532 ULCN 147.893 +04.761 -0.840 -2.689

Green 2 132.867 +02.304 1741.423 ULCN 134.028 +01.503 -1.161 +0.801

Vetchinkin F 135.348 +10.021 1740.908 ULCN 136.158 +09.189 -0.810 +0.832

Glazenap 1 140.935 -02.401 1741.023 ULCN 141.903 -03.237 -0.968 -0.836

Glazenap 2 136.571 -03.537 1740.367 ULCN 137.266 -01.342 -0.695 +2.195

Mendeleev 3 138.132 +07.324 1736.053 ULCN 139.264 +08.903 -1.132 -1.579

Fisher 141.474 +08.228 1736.084 ULCN 143.007 +08.323 -1.533 -0.095

Chaplygin 4 ----- ----- ----- ----- 144.092 +08.446 ----- -----

Mendeleev
P

147.542 -06.160 1738.060 ULCN ----- ----- ----- -----

Schuster ----- ----- ----- ----- 141.173 +06.222 ----- -----

LUNAR PHOTOGRAMMETRY SELENOLOGY TODAY # 4
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10. Conclusions

The "selenoid" is most definitely
not a sphere and in the article the
selenoid approximates the constant
radius sphere and is used only for
reducing Cartesian positions to
longitude and latitude. The actual
selenoid (Physics and Astronomy of
the Moon, Z. Kopal, Ed.) is a figure
of the moon described by a
spherical harmonic of the second
order with major axes

a[1 + (35Ma3/12mc3)]

a[1 - (10Ma3/12mc3)]

and

a[1 - (25Ma3/12mc3)]

where M and m are the masses of
the Earth and Moon, a is the radius
of the Moon, and c is the Earth-
Moon distance. Refer to "Physics
and Astronomy of the Moon, Z.
Kopal” for a more definitive
treatment for determining the
selenoid. For the purpose of the
article I assume a sphere for the
selenoid for ease of discussion.
The digitizer used in this paper is
the “digitize” option included in the
“WOLFPACK” software package
available on the Pennsylvania State
University web site at http://
surveying.wb.psu.edu/psu-surv/
free.htm. The software to select the
appropriate transformation method
(in this case the 2-D Projective
Transformation) “ADJUST”, is also
at this site. This software may be

downloaded free from the
Pennsylvania State University web
site. We are still exploring the
software to determine its
limitations. The article is meant to
show what can be done today using
existing software available to the
average observer, and to explain
some of the principles involved in
photogrammetry.

A. Determining
Positions on a Single
Lunar Satellite Photo

Tests were performed using the 2-D
Projective, 2-D Affine, and 3-D
Affine transformations. The
transformations were highly
sensitive to the coordinates
determined in the photographic
digitization process, and to the
geometry resulting from the
selection of the available control
points. Tests were conducted using
the minimum of four control points
required for the transformations, as
well as with the maximum number
of control points available in the
photograph. Results were most
accurate with the larger number of
control points. There was some
discussion about the use of control
points near the edges or at the
corners of the photograph. The
discussion questioned whether
accuracy would increase toward the
photograph’s center with the use of
edge and corner control points, or if
accuracy would decrease radially
outward from the center if the edge
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and corner control points weren’t
used. Tests indicated that more
accuracy was achieved by using
control points near the edges or
corners because it forced accuracy
to increase toward the center of the
photograph, and that the omission of
edge and corner control points
caused the accuracy to decrease
radially outward. The results using
the 2-D Projective and 2-D Affine
transformations were comparable,
with the choice going to the 2-D
Projective transformation as being
the most accurate, although the
longitude O-C differences were
smaller, in general, for the 2-D
Projective and the latitude O-C
differences were smaller, in general,
for the 2-D Affine transformation.
The 3-D Affine transformation
failed to converge, probably as a
result of the geometry of the
positions of the control points. Sites
were selected in each quadrant and
also near the center of the Moon
(Refer to Figure {36}). There was
no site position on the Moon which
displayed a higher accuracy than the
other sites. The accuracy at each site
was solely dependent on the
digitizated coordinates and
individual position geometry on the
photograph. Some points on the
photograph displayed a greater
individual O-C difference than other
points on the same photograph
(Refer to Schroter L, Schroter 1,
Pallas D and Schroter U in the
Mosting Test in Table 5). Removal
of these points from the test did not
increase the overall accuracy of the
remaining points, in fact, in some
tests, it made the overall accuracy

worse. The far side test of the crater
Mendeleev shows higher O-C
values than most of the near side
tests. Also, some points failed to
converge. This is probably due to
the fact that I used the Clementine
Atlas far side maps to plot and
select the ULCN control points. The
Clementine maps in the Atlas are
not of sufficient scale to accurately
determine where the control point
really is, again indicating the
criticality of accurately locating the
ULCN control point on the map and
photograph being measured.

B. Determining Distance
on a Single Lunar
Satellite Photo

Both of the methods used to
calculate the distance give fairly
good accuracy. The Cartesian
method seems better for smaller
distances, less than about 10
kilometers. This is due to the very
small difference in longitudes. The
computer determination of the
cosine of a very small angle is not
as accurate as the determination of
the cosine of larger angles.
However, for distances greater than
about 10 kilometers, the solution of
an oblique spherical triangle gives
better results, as Table 3 shows. The
distance between points 7 – 8
(Rumker E) is listed as 6.69 km in
[Arthur, D.W.G. et al.; 1964] and is
listed as 7.0 km in [Bussey, B. and
Spudis, P.D.; 2004]. The distance
between points 9 – 10 (Naumann B)
is listed as 10.39 km in [Arthur,
D.W.G. et al.; 1964] and is listed as
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10 km in [Bussey, B. and Spudis, P.D.; 2004]. Using [Arthur, D.W.G. et al.;
1964] as the standard for crater diameters shows that the Cartesian method is
better for sites under 10 km and the oblique triangle method seems to be better for
sites over 10 km.

Appendix A - Table of Lunar Geodetic Control Points

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
( download at the link http://digilander.libero.it/glrgroup/appendixa.pdf )

This list contains the named or letter-designated craters which have selenocentric
(3-Dimensional) positions from the sources listed below. Some features have
positions from more than one source, in which case only the position from the
source that’s considered the most reliable is listed. Points are listed
alphabetically.
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11. Glossary

Aerial Mapping Camera - A camera that has a lens of high geometric
quality capable of exposing a great number of photographs of exacting
specifications in rapid succession.

Aerotriangulation - The process of determining the X, Y and Z coordinates
for a point on the ground from the corresponding measured coordinates on the
aerial photograph.

Angular Orientation - Angular orientation is the magnitude and direction of
the tilt in the photograph.

Azimuth Angle - The azimuth angle is defined as the clockwise angle
measured from the ground Y axis to the datum principal line.

Bundle Adjustment - The adjustment of all photogrammetric measurements
in a stereopair of photographs to ground control measurements using a single
solution.

Camera - A light-proof chamber or box in which the image of an exterior
object is projected upon a sensitized plate or film, through an opening usually
equipped with a lens or lenses, shutter, and variable aperture.

Collinearity Equations - State that for any oblique photograph, the exposure
station (L), any object point (A) and its corresponding image (a) all lie in a
straight line.

Conversion - The exact process allowing simplification to change positions
from one form to another form.

Elements of Exterior Orientation - Six independent parameters that
determine the spatial position and angular orientation of a photograph (the X,
Y, and Z coordinates, and either omega, phi, and kappa or tilt, swing, and
azimuth).

End Lap - The part of a photograph that overlaps part of the coverage of the
previous photo.

Exposure Station - The position of the camera when the photograph is taken.

F-Number - An inverse expression of illuminance equal to f-stop = f/d,
where f is the lens focal length and d is the diameter of the lens, usually in
mm.
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Fiducial Marks - Marks on the sides, and sometimes the corners, of a
photograph used to establish the photographs reference xy coordinates used
for the locations of images on the photograph.

Flying Spot Camera - A camera that builds the image by detecting a small
spot at a time, requiring that they move in two directions, sweep and scan, so
that the two-dimensional image can be formed.

Focal Length - The distance from the focal point to the center of the lens.

Focal Plane - A plane perpendicular to the camera optical axis passing
through the focal point where all incident light rays are brought to a focus.
For a thick lens, this is the plane of infinite focus.

Focal Point - The point where the light rays parallel to the optical axis come
to focus. For a thick lens, the focal point is the distance measured from the
emergent nodal point of the lens to the plane of infinite focus.

Frame camera - A camera that uses a shutter which opens to allow the light
to reach a two-dimensional focal plane before closing.

Geocentric Coordinate System - A three-dimensional XYZ coordinate
system whose origin is at the center of the earth and is independent of any
reference surface.

Geodetic Reference System - A system that uses longitude λ, latitude φ, and
height h to specify point locations on the surface of the Earth.

Geodesy - The study of the size, shape, gravity, rotation, and crustal
movement of the Earth.

Geoid - The equipotential gravity surface of the earth, considered to be mean
sea level.

High-Oblique Photograph - A photograph tilted away from the vertical that
includes the horizon in the photograph.

Image Plane - The point in a plane on the other side of a lens where a pencil
of light rays from each point’s bundle of light rays is brought to a focus.

Image Space - The photographic image.

Indicated Principal Point - The point at the intersection of the lines joining
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opposite fiducial marks.

Interpretative Photogrammetry - Recognizing and identifying objects and
judging their significance through careful and systematic analysis of
photographs.

Linear Array Sensor Camera - Senses one linear strip of the field of view at
a time requiring that the camera moves or sweeps across the area being
photographed so that it can acquire a two-dimensional image.

Local Vertical Coordinate System - A three-dimensional Cartesian XYZ
reference system having its origin at a specific point in the areas being
measured.

Longitude (latitude) of Nadir Point - The Selenographic longitude (latitude)
of the point on the lunar surface directly below the spacecraft.

Low-Oblique Photograph - A photograph tilted away from the vertical that
does not include the horizon in the photograph.

Mean Altitude Rate - The rate of change of the spacecrafts altitude with
respect to time.

Mechanical Scanner Camera - A camera that builds the image by detecting
a small spot at a time, requiring that they move in two directions, sweep and
scan, so that the two-dimensional image can be formed.

Meridians - Curves passing through the north and south poles.

Metric Photogrammetry - Making precise measurements from photographs
to determine the relative locations of points.

Nodal Points - Nodal points are a property of a thick lens. There are two
nodal points: an incident nodal point with the property that any light ray
entering the incident nodal point passes through the lens and exits on the other
side parallel to the original incident light ray, and an emergent nodal point
where the light rays leave the lens.

Object Space - The three-dimension region, the ground, that contains the
physical features shown in the photograph.

Oblique Photograph - A photograph taken with the camera optical axis
intentionally directed away from the vertical.
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Omega-Phi-Kappa System - Expresses the angular orientation of a
photograph by three rotation angles, omega, phi, and kappa that define the
relationships between the three axis of the oblique photo (image space)
coordinate system and the XYZ axes of the ground (object space) coordinate
system. Omega rotation is about the x’ axis through an angle omega, creating
a new x1, y1, z1 axis system, Phi rotation is about the y1axis through the angle
phi, creating a new x2, y2, z2 axis system, and Kappa, rotation is about the z2

axis creating the xyz coordinate system which is the oblique photographs
image space system.

Optical Axis - The line joining the centers of curvature of the spherical
surfaces of a lens.

Orthometric Height (H) - The elevation of a point above the geoid/selenoid
and is considered to be mean sea level for the Earth and 1738 km for the
Moon.

Parallels - Curves that parallel an equator.

Principal Point - The point in the focal plane of the camera where a line
projected from the rear nodal point of the lens, perpendicular to the focal
plane, intersects the focal plane.

Principal Ground Point - The intersection of the camera optical axis with
the lunar surface.

Pushbroom Scanner - Senses one linear strip of the field of view at a time
requiring that the camera moves or sweeps across the area being
photographed so that it can acquire a two-dimensional image.

Relief Displacement - On a vertical photograph, it is the shift in the position
of the object caused by the relief of the object, for example: its elevation
above or below the datum. The displacement is outward for points that have
elevations above the datum, and inward for elevations below the datum. On
an oblique photograph, occurs along lines radial from the nadir point. It is
zero at the nadir point and increases as the radial distance increases outward.

Reseau - A series of extremely precise index marks that appear on the image
and whose coordinates are determined very accurately through camera
calibration that is used to allow corrections to be performed for non-uniform
shrinkage or expansion and lack of flatness of the image plane.

Retroreflector - A retroreflector is a device that sends light or other radiation
back where it came from regardless of the angle of incidence.
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Selenocentric Coordinate System - A three-dimensional XYZ coordinate
system whose origin is at the center of the Moon and is independent of any
reference surface.

Selenodesy - The study of the size, shape, gravity, and rotation, of the Moon.

Selenodetic Reference System - A system that uses longitude λ, latitude φ,
and height h to specify point locations on the surface of the Moon.

Selenoid - The equipotential gravity surface of the moon, taken as the radius
of the mean lunar sphere, 1738 km.

Side Lap - The area of adjacent overlap between adjacent flight strips of
photographs.

Slant Distance - The distance from the spacecraft camera axis to the principal
ground point.

Space Resection by Collinearity - A numerical method that simultaneously
determines all six elements of exterior orientation.

Spacecraft Altitude - The distance of the spacecraft above the mean lunar
surface, assuming a spherical Moon having a radius of 1738 km.

Spacecraft Radius - The distance from the center of the Moon to the
spacecraft.

Spatial Position - Spatial position is indicated by the XL, YL, and ZL
coordinates of the ground coordinate system three-dimensional coordinates of
the exposure station.

Strip camera - Senses one linear strip of the field of view at a time requiring
that the camera moves or sweeps across the area being photographed so that it
can acquire a two-dimensional image.

Swing Angle - The angle between the cross-axis of the film frame (the Y’
axis) and a line from the center of the frame to the image of the nadir point,
measured positive clockwise from the positive Y’ axis.

Tilt Angle - The angle between the camera optical axis and the spacecraft
nadir line.

Tilt Azimuth - The azimuth of the principal ground point measured from the
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spacecraft nadir.

Tilt Distance - The distance from the image of the principal ground point to
the image of the nadir point measured on the spacecraft film.

Transformation - A process based on measurements allowing simplification
to change positions from one form to another form, which can contain errors.

Trilaterative Method - Measuring distances from the photograph fiducial
marks to the image point, then from the photo coordinates of the fiducial
marks determined during camera calibration.

Two-Dimensional Affine Transformation - Used to transform points
obtained from a map or chart to ground points. It is similar to the Two-
Dimensional Conformal Transformation except that the affine transformation
includes different scale factors in the x and y directions and it also
compensates for nonorthogonality of the axis system where the x and y axes
are not perpendicular to each other.

Two-Dimensional Conformal Transformation - Used to transform
coordinates measured in one coordinate system into coordinates using a
different coordinate system with both coordinate systems residing on plane
surfaces and preserving the true shape after the transformation is complete.

Two-Dimensional Projective Transformation - used to transform points
obtained from a projected system to some other system, allowing for the
analytical computation of the XY coordinates of points after they have been
projected onto a plane from another non-parallel plane, with the scale
changing continuously in both the X and Y directions. It is useful for the
transformation of points on an oblique photograph to ground points.

Vertical Photograph - Photographs taken with the camera optical axis
directed as nearly vertical as possible.
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This issue of Selenology Today is composed of a single section including an extensive article by
Charles Kapral about lunar photogrammetry. Charlie Kapral first got involved in map-making in the
military, prior to his going to the VietNam war. He has combined his knowledge of cartography and
training as a computer systems engineer with a life-long love of astronomy to create this tutorial on
lunar photogrammetry. The review describes the basic principles of photogrammetry, as well as
providing background information about modern lunar maps and the available satellite imagery of
the Moon. Between the lunar maps we also mention the DMAAC’s 1:1,000,000 Lunar Map series,
which replaced and extended parts of the LAC series, and although registered to a ground-based
telescopic network, are probably among the most accurate lunar maps of this sort. Another resource
is The Lunar Orbiter Digitization Project. Currently, they are working to digitize, archive, and pro-
cess a subset of the LO photographic data. The results of this work will be a global, cartographically
accurate, cosmetically enhanced digital photographic mosaic of the Moon. This LO mosaic will be
tied to the Unified Lunar Control Network (ULCN) 2005.

Raffaello Lena, Editor in Chief


